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 1. Introduction 
 
This manual gives instructions for the correct use of the “miocrodata” on tourism distributed on the Bank of 
Italy website (Banca d'Italia → Statistics → Statistics on external transactions and positions → international 
tourism → Distribution of microdata). 
What follows defines the structure of the database, with a descrtiption of some of the processing used for the 
correct attribution of tourist expenditure; there is also the list of tables of the domains of the variables in the 
sub-files, plus a detailed description of all the variables and their weighting coefficients for grossing-up 
sample data to the entire population. The manual is completed, finally, by three methodological appendices. 
 
 

 2. Structure of the database 
 
Starting from the original database of the survey interviews, the data in the sub-files have been processed for 
correct allocation of the quantitative variables observed (expenditure, overnight stays, number of travelers)  

a) among destinations 
b) according to actual length of stay.  

 
a) Breakdown by destination. 
 
In the interview the traveler states the total expenditure in the country visited, but does not explicitly 
allocate the figure among the various localities. The expenditure is imputed to the various localities in 
proportion to the number of overnight stays in each. The value for each interview may thus be apportioned 
among a number of records, depending on the number of localities indicated.  
For each record, unequivocally identified by the concatenation of the fields EDIZIONE, 
DATA_CONTABILE, PROGRESSIVO, DATA_INTERVISTA, COMUNE_VISITATO [EDITION, 
ACCOUNTING_DATE, SERIAL NUMBER, INTERVIEW_DATE , MUNICIPALITY_VISITED] (for foreign 
travelers in Italy) or STATO_VISITATO [COUNTRY_VISITED] (for Italians abroad), the variable 
COEFF_DEST gives the ratio of overnight stays in the destination locality and total overnight stays.  
 
For example, for a foreigner who has visited several municipalities, for each one we have:   
 
 COEFF_DEST = NR_NOTTI_X_COMUNE./  NR_NOTTI 
 
 
Therefore, for each interview the sum of all the COEFF_DEST for all the localities visited is equal to 1. 
 
The grossing-up factor for the sample data from the interviews is given in the field FATTORE_PONDER 
(weighting factor).  
An additional weighting factor, taking account of the reallocation by destination locality, is in the field 
FATTORE_PONDER_DES, calculated as follows:  
 
 FATTORE_PONDER_DES =  FATTORE_PONDER * COEFF_DEST 
 
The variables that have been extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER are prefixed by FP_, those 
extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES have the prefix  FPD_.  
 
Number of overnight stays and expenditure are always extrapolated using 
FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
 
For number of travelers, extrapolated values are calculated using both grossing-up factors.  
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The variables FP_VIAG... (number of travelers at destination) give the count of travelers once for each 
locality visited.  
 

� For example, if a foreign interviewee has spent 8 nights in Rome and 2 in Florence, and 
FATTORE_PONDER is equal to 1000, the database will give: 

 
1*1000=1000 travelers to Rome and   
1*1000=1000 travelers to Florence.     
The total number of travelers is thus 2000.  
 

 
The variables FPD_VIAG... (number of travelers at border) count travelers once only, regardless of number 
of localities visited. The division by locality is calculated in proportion to COEFF_DEST. 
 

� In the above example, COEFF_DEST and FATTORE_PONDER_DES are equal respectively to 0.8 
and 800 for Rome and 0.2 and 200 for Florence.  
 
In the case of the traveler in the foregoing example, the database will give: 
 
1*0.8*1000= 800 travelers to Rome 
1*0.2*1000= 200 travelers to Florence.   
The total number of travelers is thus 1000.  
 

 
For the use of the FP_ and FPD_ variables, the following suggestions will be helpful: 
 
1)  Number of travelers at destination – Variables extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER (prefix 

FP_) – When you want a breakdown by place (country for Italian travelers, Italian municipality for 
foreigners). These variables give the number of travelers at destination, counting each traveler who 
has come into or left Italy as many times as the number of countries visited (for Italians) or Italian 
municipalities visited (for foreigners). 
 
EXAMPLES 

- by individual locality (e.g.: number of travelers, average number of overnight stays, average 
expenditure, Italian tourists in Germany). 

- for all travelers, but noting localities visited (e.g.: number of travelers, average number of 
overnight stays, average expenditure, Italian tourists, by foreign country).  

 
 2) Number of travelers at frontier  - Variables extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES (prefix 

FPD_) – When you do not want a breakdown by place (country for Italian travelers, Italian 
municipality for foreigners). These variables give the number of travelers at the national frontier, 
counting each traveler who has come into or left Italy just once, regardless of the number of countries 
visited (for Italians) or Italian municipalities visited (for foreigners). 
 
EXAMPLE 

- for all travelers, regardless of and with no indication of locality visited (e.g.: total number of 
travelers, average number of overnight stays, average expenditure of Italian tourists).  

 
 
 
b) Breakdown by period of stay. 
 
The second type of correction, as noted, is for the correct temporal allocation of the quantitative variables.  
The questionnaire carries the date of the interview, which coincides with the end of the stay, as it is made at 
the end of the trip. The attribution of the entire expenditure to that date alone would entail an erroneous 
classification of all stays that spanned more than one observation period (the period corresponds to a 
calendar month). As a consequence, we must take account not only of the end-date of the traveler’s stay but 
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also the starting date (calculated backwards using the length of stay) in order to determine the exact number 
of overnights in each of the observation months. Assuming uniform time distribution of the total 
expenditure, this amount is then divided in proportion to the number of overnights in each month. For 
database consistency, the number of travelers is also distributed by this proportional criterion. This 
methodology for calculating the values in a given month requires acquisition also of the data for at least the 
following month (for details on methodology, see Appendix C). 
 
 
The microdata are compressed in various sub-files, sub-divided by year, traveler’s residence (Italian or 
foreign) and groups of variables, the latter in turn divided into: 

1. main variables, i.e. a selection of the most commonly used variables in the experience of the Bank 
of Italy; the quantitative variables (expenditure, overnight stays, number of visitors) are given both as 
sample value and extrapolated to the reference population  

2. secondary variables, i.e. all the other data in the original database, except those not reported either 
in order to protect confidentiality or owing to redundancy; the quantitative variables (expenditure, 
overnight stays, number of visitors) are given here only in extrapolated form 

3. grossing-up  factor for the sample data, used to gross-up the data from the individual interviews to 
the reference population. 

Sections 4 and 5 describe the individual variables, grouping them according to the sub-file in which they are 
found. 
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3. Domain tables of the variables in the sub-files 
 
To decode the qualitative variables in the sub-files, refer to the following list of “domain tables”. 
 
The tables consist at least of the following columns: 
 

 CODICE Code of response mode 
 DESCRIZIONE Description of response 
 DATA_INIZIO_VAL Date of start of validity of code 
 DATA_FINE_VAL Date of end of validity of code 

 
DOMAIN TABLE  VARIABLE 

TALLOGGIO 
ALLOGGIO_PRINC_97 (1997-2004),  
ALLOGGIO_PRINC_05 (2005-2007),  
ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 (2008->) 

TCLASSEETA CLASSE_ETA 
TCOMUNI COMUNE_VISITATO, COMUNE_RESIDENZA  
TEDIZIONE EDIZIONE 
TFREQ_FRONTIERA FREQ_FRONTIERA 
TFRONTIERE LOCAL_INTERV 
TINDICASPESA FLAG_PREPAG_TRASP (1997-2001) 
TLUOGHIVISITATI LUOGHI_VISITATI  
TMEZZOTRASP SE_AEREO_NAVE_NAZ  
TMOTIVOVACANZA MOTIVO_VAC, MOTIVO_VAC_2 
TMOTIVOVIAGGIO MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 
TNUMNOTTI FLAG_NOTTI 
TPROFESSIONE PROFESSIONE_10 
TPROVINCE PROV_RESIDENZA, PROVINCIA_VISITATA 
TQUANTE_VOLTE QUANTE_VOLTE 

TREGIONI  REGIONE_RESIDENZA, REGIONE_VISITATA 

TSESSO SESSO 

TSTATI 
STATO_TARGA, STATO_CITTADIN_1, STATO_CITTADIN_2, STATO_RESIDENZA, 
STATO_VISITATO, STATO_PR, STATO_UL, STATO_RITORNO, STATO_ARRIVO, 
PAESE_ALTERNAT 

TTIPO_TRENO TIPO_TRENO (Jan. 2004 ->) 
TTIPOFRONTIERA FLAG_LOCALITA, MEZZO_PR (feb. 2001->), MEZZO_ARR_ITA  (feb. 2001->) 

TVALUTE 

DIV_PREPAGATO, DIV_VAL_CONT_CAMB,  
DIV_VAL_EST_1, DIV_VAL_EST_2, 
DIV_TRAVEL_1, DIV_TRAVEL_2, 
DIV_CARTA_1, DIV_CARTA_2,  
DIV_BANCOMAT_1,   
DIV_VAL_SPESA, DIV_SPESA_DEST ,DIV_TOTALE_SPESA ,DIV_TOTPAC_P, 
DIV_TR_IT_ES_E, DIV_TR_IT_ES_E_2, DIV_TR_INTES_E_1, DIV_TR_INTES_E_2, 
DIV_TR_INTIT_E_1, DIV_TR_INTIT_E_2,  
DIV_ALL_E_1, DIV_ALL_E_2, DIV_RIS_E_1, DIV_RIS_E_2, DIV_ACQ_E_1, DIV_ACQ_E_2, 
DIV_ALT_E_1, DIV_ALT_E_2,  
DIV_SPESA_SM 

TVEICOLO SE_ROAD  
TVIAGGIASOLO VIAGGIA_SOLO, VIAGGIA_SOLO_97 
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4. Detailed description of variables  
 
This section describes the individual variables, grouped by questionnaire section. 
For each section, first we present the variables in the sub-files of the main variables, then those in the secondary variable sub-files, and finally the variables not reported.  
 

4.1 “Key” field and its components 
The “key” field, present in all the sub-files, and its compoment variables are listed below: 
 
KEY CHAR    (variable present in all groups: MAIN VARIABLES, SECONDARY VARIABLES, WEIGHTING FACTORS ) 
 
The key variable permitting ONE-TO-ONE linkage among the three sub-files; consists of:  

� ITALIAN TRAVELERS : EDIZIONE | DATA_INTERVISTA | PROGRESSIVO | DATA_CONTABILE | STATO_VISITATO éEDITION | INTERVIEW_DATE | SERIAL NO.| 
ACCOUNTING_DATE| COUNTRY_VISITED* 

� FOREIGN TRAVELERS :  EDIZIONE | DATA_INTERVISTA | PROGRESSIVO | DATA_CONTABILE  | COMUNE_VISITATO [EDITION | INTERVIEW_DATE | SERIAL 
NO.| ACCOUNTING_DATE| MUNICIPALITY_VISITED] 

 
EDITION CHAR (variable present in the sub-files: MAIN VARIABLES, SECONDARY VARIABLES )   
Traveler’s residence. 
Until Dec. 2003, coincided with type of questionnaire (for “resident” or “non-resident” travelers).  
Starting Jan. 2004 , information taken directly from question 3.a – What country do you live in, ordinarily? 
 ‘1’ = Questionnaire for residents ('Italians')  
 ‘2’ = Questionnaire for non-residents ('foreigners’)  
Note: Starting January 2004 the questionnaire has one form for travelers ENTERING Italy and another for those LEAVING. The entry questionnaire is cut off at Question 3.a, and then 
cancelled, if the traveler turns out to be off-target, i.e. not an Italian resident; an analogous procedure is applied to the exit questionnaire. 
Code EDIZIONE (domain = TEDIZIONE) 
 
 
INTERVIEW_DATE  NUM (in sub-files: MAIN VARIABLES, SECONDARY VARIABLES )   
Date of interview. Format YYYYMMDD 
 
 
SERIAL NUMBER NUM (in  sub-files: MAIN VARIABLES, SECONDARY VARIABLES )   
Code questionnaire.  
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ACCOUNTING_DATE NUM (in  sub-files: MAIN VARIABLES, SECONDARY VARIABLES )    
Month and year of observation. Format YYYYMMDD where DD is always the last day of the month. 
 
 
MUNICIPALITY_VISITED   NUM   (in  sub-files: MAIN VARIABLES, SECONDARY VARIABLES ) 
Municipality visited. FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
Through Dec.  2003:  Quest. 5a, 5b   
Jan. . 2004 - Dec. 2004:  Quest. 11 
Jan. 2005->:   Quest. 11b 
    
If MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q (REASON_TRIP) = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters), value is 99999 (not classified). 
MUNICIPALITY Code (domain = TCOMUNI) 
 
    
COUNTRY_VISITED   NUM   (in  sub-files: MAIN VARIABLES, SECONDARY VARIABLES ) 
Country visited. ITALIANS ONLY. 
Through Dec.  2003:  Quest. 5a, 5b   
Jan. . 2004 - Dec. 2004:  Quest. 11 
Jan. 2005->:   Quest. 11b 
 
If REASON_TRIP_97Q = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters), AND FLAG_LOCALITÀ = ‘1’ (road) o ‘2’ (railway), the country assigned is the most frequent destination for each road or rail 
frontier, generally the bordering country. If FLAG_LOCALITÀ ='3' (airport) o '4' (port) the value given is 799 (not classified). 
COUNTRY Code (domain = TSTATI) 
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4.2 Characteristics of the interview 
 

MAIN VARIABLES 
 
FLAG_LOCALITÀ CHAR  
Type of border locality 
Up to Dec. 2003, info. taken from frontispiece of questionnaire.  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 4:  You are now entering Italy (ENTRY trip) / leaving Italy (EXIT trip ) by ...  
   ‘1’ = Road 
   ‘2’= Rail 
   ‘3’= Airplane 
   ‘4’ = Ship 
Code FLAG_LOCALITÀ (domain = TTIPOFRONTIERA) 
 
 
LOCAL_INTERV CHAR  
Code of the border crossing. Three-position numerical code, first digit given by the FLAG_ LOCALITÀ. 
Code LOCAL_INTERV(domain = TFRONTIERE) 
 
 
IF_PLANE_SHIP_NAZ CHAR  
Nationality of the plane or ship. 
Until Dec. 2003, info. taken from frontespiece of questionnaire.  
Starting Jan. 2004, nationality assigned according to the airline or shipping company. 
  ‘1’ = Italian 
  ‘2’ = Foreign 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <> ‘3’, ‘4’ (airplane, ship) 
Code IF_PLANE_SHIP _NAZ (domain = TMEZZOTRASP) 

 
 
SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 
DATA_INIZ_VIAGGIO [ DATE_START_TRIP] DATE   
The date on which the trip started is calculated by “subtracting” from the end date (i.e. the interview date DATA_INTERVISTAS ) the number of overnight stays (field NR_NOTTI). 
 
DATA_FINE_VIAGGIO [ DATE_END_TRIP] DATE   
 Date of end of trip. Coincides with interview date (field DATA_INTERVISTA) 
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SE_STRADA [] CHAR If the type of border is road 
 
Type of vehicle. 
 '1’ = Car 
 ‘2’ = Coach 
 ‘3’ = Motorcycle 
 ‘4’ = Truck 
 ‘5’ = Other 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <> ‘1’ (road) 
To Dec. 2003 the field exactly reflects the content of the column. 
From Jan. 2004, the field entry is based on TIPO_VEHI_STR [TYPE_VEHIC_ROAD], as follows: 

IF_ROAD TYPE_VEHIC_RD  
'1' ‘1’, ’2’ 
'2' '3' 
'3' '4' 
'4' '5' 
'5' '6', '7', '8' 

Code SE_STRADA (domain = TVEICOLO) 
 
 
TIPO_VEHI_STR [ TYPE_VEHIC_RD] CHAR  
Jan. 2004 ->  Quest. 5.a – Vehicle – What kind of vehicle are you traveling on? 
 '1’ = Car  
 '2’ = Car with trailer 
 ‘3’ = Coac h 
 ‘4’ = Motorcycle or scooter 
 ‘5’ = Commercial vehicle 
 ‘6’ = Camper/caravan 
 ‘7’ = Other vehicle 
 ‘8’ = On foot (valid to Dec. 2005) 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <> ‘1’ (road) 
 
 
 
NR_PERS_VEI_RD (Number of persons)  NUM   
Jan. 2004 -> Quest. 6.a  - [You are now entering Italy (ENTRY, EDIZIONE='1') / leaving Italy (EXIT, EDIZIONE='2') by road [VEICOLO STRADALE]. Including yourself, how many 
people are traveling in your vehicle? Not extrapolated to the entire population. 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <> ‘1’ (road) 
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STATO_TARGA [ COUNTRY_PLATE] NUM  
Jan. 2004 -> Quest. 7.a – Road vehicle – What nationality is the license plate? FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
Code STATO_TARGA (domain = TSTATI) 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <> ‘1’ (road) 
If the type of border is rail 
 
 
IF_TRENO [ TRAIN] CHAR 
Class of rail ticket. 
Jan. 2004 -> Quest. 6.b – What class are you traveling on in this train?   
 ‘1’ = First 
 ‘2’ = Second 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <> ‘2’ (railway) 
 
 
TIPO_PO0STO_TRE [TYPE_SEAT_TRE] CHAR  
Jan. 2004 -> Quest. 5.b – What kind of seat do you have?  
 ‘1’ = Seat 
 ‘2’ = Couchette 
 ‘3’ = Sleeping car 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <> ‘2’ (railway) 
 
 
TIPO_TRENO [ TYPE_TRAIN] CHAR  
Jan. 2004 -> Type of train (Trenitalia codes). 
 ‘1’ = EC - Eurocity 
 ‘2’ = EN - Euronight 
 ‘3’ = CIS - Cisalpino 
 ‘4’ = IC - Intercity 
 ‘5’ = EXP - Expresso 
 ‘6’ = EXPN - Express night 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <> ‘2’ (railway) 
Code TYPE_TRAIN (domain = TTIPO_TRENO) 
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TIPO_VOLO [ TYPE_FLIGHT] CHAR  
If the type of border is airport 
 
Type of flight 
Up to Dec.. 2003, info. from frontespiece of questionnaire.  
Jan-Dec. 2004, deduced from flight number prefix.  
Since Jan. 2005, Quest. 5.c.1 (quest. EXIT). You have debarked from ENTRY, EDIZIONE='1' airplane) / are embarking on EXIT, EDIZIONE='2' airplane) what type of flight is it? 
 ‘1’ = Regular airline 
 ‘2’ = Charter 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <> ‘3’ (airport) 
 
 
CLASSE_VOLO [CLASS_FLIGHT]  CHAR  
Flight class. 
Up to Dec. 2003, info. from frontespiece of questionnaire..  
Jan. to Dec. 2004: Quest. 8.c  
From Jan. 2005 Quest. 8.c1 On your plane, did you fly (ENTRY, EDITIONE='1') / will you fly (EXIT, EDITION='2') …  
 ‘1’ = First class / Business class (from Jan. 2004: Business) 
 ‘2’ = Economy class 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <> ‘3’ (airport) 
 
If the type of border is seaport 
 
MEZZO_IMBARC  [ VEHIC_EMBARK] CHAR  
Jan. 2004 -> Quest. 8.d – On this ship, did you embark (ENTRY, EDITIONE='1') / are you embarking (EXIT, EDITION='2') with ...  
 ‘1’ = a car 
 ‘2’ = a coach 
 ‘3’ = a motorcycle/scooter 
 ‘4’ = another vehicle 
 ‘5’ = No vehicle 
     blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <>  ‘4’ (nave)  
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TIPO_VEICOLO  [ TYPE_VEHICLE] CHAR  
Type of road vehicle 
 ‘1’ = Private 
 '2’ = Coach 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <> ‘1’ (road) 
 
From 1997 to Jan. 2004, the value in this field is based on the value of IF_ROAD, as in the table: 
 

TYPE_VEHIC IF_ROAD 

'1' ‘1’, ’3’, ’4’, ’5’ 

'2' '2' 

 
From Jan. 2004, the value is based on the value of TYPE_VEHIC_RD, as follows: 
 

TYPE_VEHIC TYPE_VEHIC_RD 
'1' ‘1’, '2', ’4’, ’5’, '6', '7', '8' 

'2' '3' 
 
 

VARIABLES NOT REPORTED 
 
MONTH_INTERVIEW NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REDUNDANCY       
Month of the interview.  
 
YEAR_INTERVIEW NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REDUNDANCY      
Year of interview. Until 1999, last two digits (e.g., 97 for 1997), from 2000 the last digit only (0 per il 2000, 1 per il 2001, etc.) 
 
NR_INTERVISTATORE NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY     
Interviewer code no. 
 
INTERVISTATORE NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY  
Jan. 2004 -> Interviewer code no. 
 
TEMPO_INTERVISTA NUM   VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY     
Time start interview. Format HH,MM.  
 
ORA_FIN_INT NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY      
Jan. 2004 ->Time end interview. Format HH,MM.  
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NUM_TRENO NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
Jan. 2004 -> No. identifying train (Trenitalia code). Number up to 5 digits. 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <> ‘2’ (railway) 
 
NOME_COMPAGNIA  NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
Name of air or shipping line 
Up to Dec. 2003, info. taken from frontispiece of questionnaire.  
From Jan. 2004 : 

Quest. 6.c.  What airline operated your flight (ENTRY, EDITION='1' airplane) // is operating (EXIT, EDITION='2' airplane) your flight 
Quest. 6.d. What shipping line did you sail on (ENTRY, EDITION='1' ship) / are you sailing on (EXIT, EDITION='2' ship) 

 
NOME_NAVE NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
Name of ship 
Jan. 2004 ->  Quest. 7.d – What is the name of the ship you sailed on? (ENTRY, EDITION='1' ship) / are sailing on (EXIT, EDITION='2' ship) 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITY <>  ‘4’ (ship) 
 
 
SIGLA_VOLO CHAR VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
Jan. 2004 -> Quest. 7c – What were the flight initials of your flight? (ENTRY, EDITION='1') /What are the flight initials of your flight?. (EXIT, EDITION='2') 
 
FLAG_AUTOGRILL CHAR VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
Jan. 2004 -> For interviews at road frontier points (FLAG_LOCALITY='1'), place of interview (service station or road). 
 ‘1’ = Service station 
 '2’ = Road 
 blank when FLAG_LOCALITA <> ‘1’ (road) 
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4.3 Characteristics of the interview 
 
 

MAIN VARIABLES 
 
 
SESSO CHAR  
Up to Dec. 2003: Quest.1 – Sex of respondent (Male / Female). 
Jan. 2004 ->: Quest.1 – Are you a? 
   ‘1’ = Man (Jan. 2004 -> Man) 
   ‘2’ = Woman  (Jan. 2004 -> Woman) 
Code SESSO (domain = TSESSO) 
 
 
CLASSE_ETA CHAR  
Up to Dec. 2003: Quest. 2a – Respondent’s age group 
Jan. 2004 ->: Quest.2a – How old are you? 
   ‘1’ = 0-14  
   ‘2’ = 15-24  
   ‘3’ = 25-34  
   ‘4’ = 35-44  
   ‘5’ = 45-64  
   ‘6’ = 65 or more 
Code CLASSE_ETA (domain = TCLASSEETA) 
 
 
PROFESSIONE_10         CHAR          
Up to Dec. 2003: Quest. 2b – Respondent’s occupation 
Jan. 2004  to May 2010: Quest.2b – What is your occupational status? 
From June 2010 the new decoding system is:  
                                       ‘01’= MANAGER 
                                       ‘02’= MIDDLE MANAGER/TECHNICIAN                    
                                       ‘03’= CLERICAL WORKER                 
                                       ‘04’= PRODUCTION WORKER 
                                       ‘05’= OTHER EMPLOYEE 
                                       ‘06’= SELF-EMPLOYED 
                                       ‘07’= STUDENT                  
                                       ‘08’= HOUSEWIFE 
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                                       ‘09’= PENSIONER 
                                       ‘10’= OTHER NOT EMPLOYED 
                                       ‘11’= OTHER 
Code PROFESSIONE_10 (domain = TPROFESSIONE) 
 

 
SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 
CITTADIN    CHAR  
Jan. 2004 -> Quest. 2c – What is your nationality? 
   ‘1’ = Italian 
   ‘2’ = Other country 
   ‘3’ = Dual citizenship (*) 
 (*) Not expressly indicated in the questionnaire.  
Where the traveler has dual citizenship, the interviewer checks both '1' and '2', and the database reports code '3'. 
  
 
STATO_CITTADIN_1   NUM    
Jan. 2004 -> Quest. 2c –First country of citizenship 
 blank when CITTADIN = ‘1’ (Italian citizen). 
Code STATO_CITTADIN_1 (domain = TSTATI) 
 
 
STATO_CITTADIN_2  NUM    
Jan. 2004 -> Quest. 2c – Second country of citizenship 

blank when CITTADIN = ‘3’ (dual citizen). 
Code STATO_CITTADIN_2 (domain = TSTATI) 

 
 
COMUNE_RESIDENZA  NUM   
Municipality of residence. ITALIANS ONLY. 
Jan. 2008->: Quest. 3a 
Code COMUNE_RESIDENZA (domain = TCOMUNI) 
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VARIABLES NOT REPORTED 
 
PROFESIONE CHAR VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REDUNDANCY   
Up to Dec. 2003: Quest. 2b – Respondent’s occupation 
Jan. 2004 to May 2010: Quest.2b – What is your occupational status? 
   ‘1’ = Employee [Jan. 2004 -> Employed (employee)] 
   ‘2’ = Self-employted [Jan. 2004 -> Employed (self-employed)] 
   ‘3’ = Student 
   ‘4’ = Housewife 
   ‘5’ = Pensioner 
   ‘6’ =Other non-employed (unemployed etc..) 
   ‘7’ = Otgher [Jan. 2004 -> Other, i.e.: ...] 
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4.4 Origin and destination 
 

 
MAIN VARIABLES 
 
PROV_RESIDENZA NUM   
Respondent’s province of residence. ITALIANS ONLY. 
Up to Dec. 2003:   Quest.3  
Jan. 2004 ->   Quest.3.a  
Code PROV_RESIDENZA (domain = TPROVINCE) 
 
 
REGIONE_RESIDENZA NUM    
Respondent’s region of residence. ITALIANS ONLY. 
Code REGIONE_RESIDENZA (domain = TREGIONI) 
 
 
STATO_RESIDENZA  NUM     
Up to Dec. 2003:   Quest. 3 - Respondent’s country of residence. FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
Jan. 2004 ->:   Quest. 3.a – What country do you ordinarily live in? (Do not count a country you may be living in for educational or medical reasons) – FOREIGNERS 

ONLY. 
    
Code STATO_RESIDENZA (domain = TSTATI) 
 
 
PROVINCIA_VISITATA NUM   
Province visited. FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
Code PROVINCIA_VISITATA (domain = TPROVINCE) 

  
  
 
REGIONE_VISITATA  NUM   
Region visited. FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
Code REGIONE_VISITATA (domain = TREGIONI) 
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FLAG_DEST_PRINC CHAR  
Indicates whether the record refers to the primary destination (the one with the highest number of overnight stays) or a secondary destintion.  
 ‘1’ = primary destination 
 ‘0’ = secondary destination 
For respondents with no overnights and visting more than one locality, the primary destination is the first named. 
Also where the number of overnight stays in the top two localities is equal, the primary destination is the first named. 
 

� E.g.: 3 three nights for municipality 1 (comune_visitato_1) and 3 nights for municipality 2 (comune_visitato_ 2); → primary destination = municipality 1 (comune_visitato_1) 
� Where the number of nights in the “residual” (unnamed) locality (fourth for Italians, fifth for foreigners) (indivisible, with number of nights given by da: NR_NOTTI - 

(nr_pernottam_1+ nr_pernottam_2 + nr_pernottam_3 + nr_pernottam_4) is the highest, the primary destination is nevertheless that of the specified locality with the highest 
number of overnight stays.  

o Example:  NR_NOTTI = 18 
 nr_pernottam_1= 5 
 nr_pernottam_2 = 3 
 nr_pernottam_3 = 2 
 nr_pernottam_4 = 1 
 nr nights in fifth ‘residual’ locality = 7 
  Primary destination -> locality 1 
 
 

SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 
LUOGHI_VISITATI CHAR     
Up to Dec. 2003:    Quest. 5a – Number of countries visited (for Italians) or municipalities (foreigners)  
Jan. 2004 - Dec. 2004 – Italian travelers:  Datum produced indirectly, based on number of countries visited 
Jan. 2004 - Dec. 2004 – Foreign travelers:  Quest. 11a On this trip, did you visit just one municipality or more than one? 
Jan. 2005->:     Quest. 11a On this trip, did you go to just one country (Italian travelers) / municipality (foreign travelers) / or more than one ? 
   ‘1’ – Just one country / municipality 
   ‘2’ – More than one country / municipality 
If reason for trip (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q) = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight), compulsory ‘1’ (just one country/municipality). 
Code localities visited (LUOGHI_VISITATI) (domain = TLUOGHI_VISITATI) 
 
 
STATO_PR NUM   
Feb. 2001 -> Which country did you visit first? ITALIANS ONLY 
Up to Dec. 2003   Quest. 5c 
From Jan. 2004 ->  Quest. 12 
If reason for trip (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q) = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight), or localities visited (LUOGHI_VISITATI) ='1' (only one country) the field STATO_PR 
(first country) is given the value of STATO_VISITATO (country visited). 
Code STATO_PR (domain = TSTATI) 
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STATO_UL NUM   
Feb. 2001 -> Which country did you visit last? ITALIANS ONLY 
Up to Dec. 2003   Quest. 5c 
From Jan. 2004 ->  Quest. 12 
   Country code (domain = TSTATI) 
If reason for trip (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q) = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight), or localities visited (LUOGHI_VISITATI) ='1' (only one country) the field STATO_UL (last 
country) is given the value of STATO_VISITATO (country visited). 
Code STATO_PR (domain = TSTATI) 
 
 
 
MEZZO_PR CHAR   
Feb. 2001 -> 
Up to Dec. 2003 Quest. 5e – By what means of transport did you travel to the first (or only) country visited? ITALIANS ONLY 
Jan. 2004 -Dec. 2004 Quest. 20 - When you left Italy, by what means of transport did you travel to the first (only) country you visited? ITALIANS ONLY 
Jan. 2005-> Quest. 21 - When you left Italy, by what means of transport did you travel to the first (only) country you visited? ITALIANS ONLY 
   ‘1’ = Road - Feb.2004 -> Car, Coach, or other vehicle 
   ‘2’= Train 
   ‘3’= Plane 
   ‘4’ = Ship 
If reason for trip (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q) = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight) the field MEZZO_PR (first transport means) is given the value of FLAG_LOCALITY (it is 
assumed that the traveler used the same means for the return trip to Italy). 
Code MEZZO_PR (domain = TTIPOFRONTIERA) 
 
 
MEZZO_ARR_ITA CHAR  
Feb. 2001 -> By what means of transport did you come to Italy? FOREIGNERS ONLY 
Feb. 2001 - Dec. 2001 Quest. 10b. FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
Jan. 2002 - Jan. 2004 Quest. 11b. ONLY FOREIGNERS WITH AT LEAST ONE OVERNIGHT STAY. 
Jan. 2004 ->   Quest. 21. FOREIGNERS ONLY 
   ‘1’ = Road 
   ‘2’= Train 
   ‘3’= Plane 
   ‘4’ =Ship 
Code MEZZO_ARR_ITA (domain = TTIPOFRONTIERA) 
Imputed values: 
From Feb. 2001 to Dec. 2001:  If reason for trip (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q) = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight) or if PREPAG_NULLA (no prepayment) ='5' or if 

PREPAG_NULLA_97='9' (no prepayment), the field for means of arrival in Italy (MEZZO_ARR_ITA) is given the value  FLAG_LOCALITY (it is 
assumed that the traveler uses the same means for the return trip home). 
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From Jan. 2002 to Jan. 2004: If FLAG_NOTTI='1' (no overnight), the field MEZZO_ARR_ITA is given the value FLAG_LOCALITY (it is assumed that the traveler uses the same 
means for the return trip home). 

 
 
FLAG_RITORNA CHAR    
Feb. 1999 -> Jan. 2001   Quest. 17  
Feb. 2001 -> Dec. 2001   Quest. 15  
Jan. 2002 - Jan. 2004   Quest. 12. Are you leaving Italy to return to your country of ordinary residence or to go to another country?  FOREIGNERS ONLY.  

ONLY if AT LEAST ONE OVERNIGHT IN ITALY (FLAG_NOTTI='2').  
Jan. 2004 ->     Quest. 23 Are you leaving Italy to return to your country of ordinary residence or to go to another country?   

(Do not count countries in transit or intermediate ports or airports of call). 
 '1' = Returning to country of ordinary residence- Jan. 2004 -> Returning to country where lives ordinarily. 
 '2' = I’m going to another country. - Jan. 2004 -> I’m going to another country. 
Note: Up to Dec. 2003, no value imputed; hence in that period FLAG_RITORNA=blank if FLAG_NOTTI='1'. No imputation necessary from Jan. 2004. 
 
 
STATO_RITORNO NUM   
Feb. 1999 ->  If flag return (FLAG_RITORNA) = '2'. Country (other than coutry of residence [STATO_RESIDENZA]) where respondent is going. 
Feb. 1999 -> Jan. 2001   Quest. 17  
Feb. 2001 -> Dec. 2001  Quest. 15  
Gen 2002 - Jan. 2004  Quest. 12. FOREIGNERS ONLY. ONLY FOREIGNERS WITH AT LEAST ONE OVERNIGHT STAY. (FLAG_NOTTI='2'). 
Jan. 2004 ->   Quest. 23 FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
Code STATO_RITORNO (domain = TSTATI) 
Note: Up to Dec. 2003, no value imputed; hence in that period STATO_RITORNO=0 if FLAG_NOTTI='1'. No imputation necessary from Jan. 2004. 
 
 
FLAG_ARRIVO CHAR 
Arrival   
Mar. 2000 -> 
Mar. 2000 - Dec. 2001   Quest. 10a. FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
Jan. 2002 - Jan. 2004 Quest. 11a. ONLY FOREIGNERS WITH AT LEAST ONE OVERNIGHT IN ITALY. When you arrived in Italy, what country did you start your trip 

from? Your ordinary residence or another country? 
Jan. 2004 ->  Quest. 20. FOREIGNERS ONLY. When you arrived in Italy, what country did you start your trip from? The country you ordinarily live in or another 

country?  
 '1' – The country I ordinarily live in. 
 '2' – Another country 
To Dec. 2001, If reason for trip (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q) = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight) the field FLAG_ARRIVO is given the value '1' (it is assumed the traveler 
comes from his country of ordinary residence).  
No imputation from Jan. 2002 to Jan. 2004: during that period, if FLAG_NOTTI='1' (no overnight stay in Italy) the variable is always blank. 
No imputation necessary from Jan. 2004. 
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STATO_ARRIVO  NUM   
Mar. 2000 -> If FLAG_ARRIVO = '2'. Country (other than country of residence [STATO_RESIDENZA]) from which the respondent departed to come to Italy.  
Mar. 2000 - Dec. 2001   Quest. 10a. FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
2002 - Jan. 2004    Quest. 11a. ONLY FOREIGNERS WITH AT LEAST ONE OVERNIGHT IN ITALY. 
Jan. 2004 ->    Quest. 20. FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
Code STATO_ARRIVO (domain = TSTATI) 
 
 
SCALO  CHAR 
Transit  
Jan. 2004 -> Quest. 8.c.2 – Are you in this airport only in transit?  
   ‘1’ =  No 
   ‘2’=  Yes, I came here from another Italian airport (questionnaire EXIT, Edizione='2') 
           Yes, I’m going to another Italian airport (questionnaire ENTRY, Edizione='1') 
   ‘3’= Yes, I came on a plane from a foreign airport (questionnaire EXIT, Editione='2') 
           Yes, I’m going to a foreign airport (questionnaire ENTRY, Editione='1') 
 
 
 
 

VARIABLES NOT REPORTED  
 
COMP_PR NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
Feb. 2001 -> 
Up to Dec. 2003  Quest. 5f: - What carrier did you use to travel to the first (or only) country you visited? ITALIANS ONLY 
Jan. 2004 - Dec. 2004 Quest. 21 - (If plane or ship) What air or shipping line did you travel on to the first (or only) country you visited? ITALIANS ONLY 
Jan. 2005 ->  Quest. 22 - (If plane or ship) What air or shipping line did you travel on to the first (or only) country you visited? ITALIANS ONLY 

Filled in if MEZZO_PR IN ('3','4') – plane or ship. 
If reason for trip (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q) = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight) the field COMP_PR is given the value NOME_COMPAGNIA (carrier name) (it is assumed 
that the traveler uses the same means for the return trip to Italy). 
 
 
 
COMP_ARR_ITA NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
Feb. 2001 -> What carrier did you travel with [to come to Italy] ? FOREIGNERS ONLY 
Feb. 2001 - Dec. 2001  Quest. 10c. FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
From Jan. 2002 - Jan. 2004  Quest. 11c. ONLY FOREIGNERS WITH AT LEAST ONE OVERNIGHT IN ITALY. 
From Jan. 2004 ->  Quest. 22. FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
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Filled in if MEZZO_PR in  ('3','4') – plane or ship. 
 
Imputed values: 
Feb. 2001 to Dec. 2001:  If reason for trip (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q) = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight) or if PREPAG_NULLA ='5' (no prepayment) or if 

PREPAG_NULLA_97='9' (no prepayment), the field COMP_ARR_ITA (arrival carrier) is given the value NOME_COMPAGNIA (carrier name) (it is 
assumed that the traveler used the same carrier for departure from Italy).  

Jan. 2002 to Jan. 2004: If FLAG_NOTTI='1' (no overnight stay), the field COMP_ARR_ITA (arrival carrier) is given the value NOME_COMPAGNIA (carrier name) (it is 
assumed that the traveler used the same carrier for departure from Italy).  

 
 
STAZ_SALI       NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
Jan. 2004 -> Quest. 7.b - Train – Where did you board this train (what station)?  
 
STAZ_DISC NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
Jan. 2004 -> Quest. 8.b - Train – Where will you be getting off this train (what station)?  
 
AEROP_ORI_DES NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
Jan. 2004 - Dec. 2004:  Quest. 5.c 
Jan. 2005-> Quest. 5.c2 - Airlane- ENTRY questionnaire (Edizione='1'): Where did your flight come from (what airport)?. EXIT questionnaire (Edition='2'): 

Where is your flight going to (what airport)? 
 
PORTO_ORI_DES NUM VARIABLE NOT REPORTED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
Jan. 2004 ->  Quest. 5.d – Ship – ENTRY questionnaire (Edizione='1'): Where did you sail from (what port)? EXIT questionnaire (Edizione='2'): Where are you 

sailing to (what port)? 
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4.5 Type of accommodation 
 
 

MAIN VARIABLES 
 

ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 CHAR    
Main accommodation: Prevalent type of accommodation during the trip (code for 2008 ->).  
From Jan. 2008    Quest.14 During your stay in Italy (foreigners) outside Italy (Italians), where did you sleep?  
 
Where two or more types of accommodation are mentioned, the one where the most nights were spent is reported; in the case of equal numbers, the response taken is the first on the list, as 
given in the questionnaire. 

� E.g.: 5 nights 'hotel, resort village' and 5 nights in 'tent or trailer tent, …'  → main accommodation is  'hotel, resort village' 
 
Code ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 (main accommodation) (domain = TALLOGGIO) 
 
 
NOTE 
Table A gives the major categories of main accommodations (ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08) published monthly on the Bank of Italy website. 
Table A.1 describes the codes and concordances between the fields used in ALLOGGIO_PRINC_97 and ALLOGGIO_PRINC_05 (present in the sub-files: SECONDARY 
VARIABLES)   
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Table A. – Aggregations of types of main accommodation (ALLOGGIO_PRINC_ 08) for publication on Bank of Italy website.  
(Banca d'Italy → Statistiche→ Statistiche sui rapporti con l’estero → Turismo Internazionale)  
 

� Group of tables T4  “Expenditure, number travelers at frontier and number overnight stays by country of residence and type of accommodation – periods.  
� Group of tables T8  “Expenditure, number travelers at frontier and number overnight stays by type of accommodation – annual series.  
� Group of tables T6  “Expenditure, number travelers at frontier and number overnight stays by region visited and type of accommodation – by period.  

 
 
 

Web-site description Code of field ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
(2008 ->) 

Hotels and resort villages ‘12' – Hotels and resort villages 
Rental houses  ‘17' - Bed & Breakfast 

16' -  Agritourism 
‘03' – Rental house 

Stayed with relatives, friends ‘05’ – Stayed with relatives or friends 
 
 
 
 
 
Other 
 
 
 

‘04' – Own house 
‘06' – Tent, trailer tent / trailer (1997) 
‘07' - Motorcaravan, camper 
‘08' – Ship (cruise) 
‘13' – Community operated by religious order (school, convent, etc.) 
‘15' – Nursing home 
‘10' – Youth hostel 
‘14' – Other collective 
‘29' –Other  

No overnight stay 40' – No accommodation (no overnight) 
Total All codes 
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SECONDARY VARIABLES FOR ACCOMMODATION 
Up to Dec. 2003:  Quest.7 – Where did you sleep on this trip? 
Jan. 2004 ->: Quest.14 – During your stay outside Italy, where did you sleep? Give the number of nights you spent in each type of accommodation. 
Multiple answers. Where a type of accommodation was not used, the space is blank. 
 
  
ALBERGO_VILLAGGIO CHAR     
Hotel or resort village.  ‘12’ 
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
    
 
CASA_AFFITTO  CHAR     
Up to Dec. 2001:   Rental house 
Jan. 2002 ->     Rental house, agritourism 
    ‘03’  
Note: for all periods, the flag indicates stay in a rental house or agritourism. From 2005 this field is given the value of  rental house (CASA_AFFITTO_05) and AGRITOURISMO. 
code ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
 
 
CASA_AFFITTO_05  CHAR     
2005 ->    ‘03’ 
Rental house [excluding agritourism] 
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
     
 
CASA_AFFITTO_08  CHAR     
2008 ->    ‘03’ 
Rental lhouse [excluding Bed & breakfast] 
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
     
 
AGRITOURISM  CHAR    
2005 ->    ‘16’ 
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
   
 
BED_BREAKFAST  CHAR     
2008 ->    ‘17’ 
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
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CASA_PROPRIETA  CHAR    
Own house.   ‘04’    
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
 
 
OSPITE   CHAR     
Stayed with relatives, friends.   ‘05’    
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
 
 
TENDA    CHAR     
Tent, trailer-tent,  trailer. ‘06’ 
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
    
 
CAMPER   CHAR     
Motorcaravan, camper.   ‘07’ 
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
 
    
NAVE    CHAR     
Ship (cruise).   ‘08’ 
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
 
    
COLLECTIVE ACCOMMODATION   CHAR     
Collective accommodation (school, nuirsing home) ‘09’    
This category is imputed from the fields  COMUNITA_RELIG (community operated by religious order), COMUNITA_ALTRE (other collective accommodation), CASA_DI_CURA 
(nursing home), using the following algorithm: 

If COMUNITA_RELIG=‘13’ or COMUNITA_ALTRE=‘14’ or CASA_DI_CURA=‘15’  
then COMUNITA='09' 

otherwise COMUNITA=blank  
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
 
COMUNITA_RELIG  CHAR     
Accommodation operated by religious order  ‘13’ 
(school, convent, etc.).   
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 

   
COMUNITA_ALTRE  CHAR     
Other collective accommodation.   ‘14’ 
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coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08   
 
CASA_CURA   CHAR     
Nursing home.    ‘15’ 
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 

   
 
OSTELLO   CHAR     
Youth hostel.   ‘10’ 
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
     
 
ALTRO_97   CHAR     
Other accommodation.  ‘29’ 
coded like ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 
 
 
 
 
ALLOGGIO_PRINC_97 CHAR     
Jan. 1997 to  Dec. 2004 Prevalent type of accommodation during trip  
See ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 for criterion for coding.  
Table A.1 describes the codes and concordance of fields between ALLOGGIO_PRINC_97 e ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08.  
 
 
ALLOGGIO_PRINC_05 CHAR    
Jan. 2005  to Dec. 2007 Prevalent type of accommodation during trip  
See ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 for criterion for coding.  
Table A.1 describes the codes and concordance of fields between ALLOGGIO_PRINC_05 e ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08.  
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Table  A.1 – Codes and concordance of fields, ALLOGGIO_PRINC_97, ALLOGGIO_PRINC_05 and ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08  
 

ALLOGGIO_PRINC_97    ALLOGGIO_PRINC_05   ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08   
(1997-2004)    (2005-2007)   (2008->)   

Structure  Code  Structure Code   Code 
Hotel, resort village ‘12’  Hotel, resort village ‘12’ Hotel, resort village ‘12’ 
Rental house (2002-> / agritourism) ‘03’  Rental house [excl. agritourism] '03' Rental house '03' 
     Agritourism ‘16’ Agritourism ‘16’ 
         Bed & Breakfast 17' 
Own house ‘04’  Own house ‘04’ Own house ‘04’ 
Stayed with relatives, friends ‘05’  Stayed with relatives, friends ‘05’ Stayed with relatives, friends ‘05’ 
Tent, trailer-tent / trailer (1997) ‘06’  Tent, trailer-tent / trailer (1997) ‘06’ Tent, trailer-tent / trailer (1997) ‘06’ 
Motorcaravan, camper ‘07’  Motorcaravan, camper ‘07’ Motorcaravan, camper ‘07’ 
Ship (cruise) ‘08’  Ship (cruise) ‘08’ Ship (cruise) ‘08’ 
Collective accommodation operated by 
rel. order (school, convent, etc.) ‘13’ 

 Collective accommodation operated by 
rel. order (school, convent, etc.) ‘13’ 

Collective accommodation operated by 
rel. order (school, convent, etc.) ‘13’ 

Nursing home ‘15’  Nursing home ‘15’ Nursing home ‘15’ 
Other collective ‘14’  Other collective ‘14’ Other collective ‘14’ 
Youth hostel ‘10’  Youth hostel ‘10’ Youth hostel ‘10’ 
Other response ‘29’  Other response ‘29’ Other response ‘29’ 
None (because no overnight) ‘40’  None (because no overnight) ‘40’ None (because no overnight) ‘40’ 
 
 
Code ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 (domain = TALLOGGIO) 
 
Code ALLOGGIO_PRINC_05 (domain = TALLOGGIO) 
 
Code ALLOGGIO_PRINC_97 (domain = TALLOGGIO) 
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4.6 Reason for trip 
 

4.6.1 Premise 
Two coding systems are available for reason for trip: 
 
a) One that TAKES ACCOUNT of employer’s residence (variable RES_DATLAV) in attributing the reason 'business –border worker' starting with March 2000; the headings of these 

columns DO NOT HAVE the suffix 'Q'. 
b) One that DOES NOT TAKE ACCOUNT of employer’s residence (variable RES_DATLAV) in attributing the reason 'business –border worker' starting with March 2000; the headings 

of these columns DO HAVE the suffix 'Q'. 
 
Type a) coding is more in line with the standards of international organizations (IMF, WTO, etc.). 
The transition from type a) to type b) coding is described in Appendix B. 
 
 
Prior to March 2000 (i.e. from Jan.1997 to Feb. 2000), the only difference between the two  types of coding is that in the columns:  

� MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97,  
� MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_2 , 
� …. 
� … 
� MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_7 

The codes '14' – commutes back and forth daily to regular place of work – and '15' – regular trip of “Italian resident/foreign resident” working in Italy/abroad (spending at least one 
night out of the country), are aggregated together under code '14' – business – border worker,while in the columns: 

� MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q  
� MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_2Q  
� …. 
� … 
� MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_7Q  

these codes are kept distinctg. 
 

Accordingly, in general it is preferable to use type a) coding (without suffix Q) for all periods. 
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4.6.2 Coding that TAKES ACCOUNT of employer residence – Type a) 
 
See 4.6.1 for the details on coding criterion. Note that employer’s residence is taken into ac count starting March 2000, when this datum (RES_DATLAV) was first requested. 
 
 

MAIN VARIABLES 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97  CHAR     
Main reason for trip. 
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:         Quest. 4.  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9.  
 
  - Personal 
   ‘01’ = tourism (2002-> , holiday, recreation) 
   ‘02’ = study / courses 
   ‘03’ = religious/ pilgrimage 
   ‘04’ = cures, spas 
   ‘05’ = honeymoon 
   ‘10’ = visiting relatives, family of origin 
   ‘11’ = visiting friends 
   ‘12’ = shopping 
   ‘13’ = other personal reasons 
 
  - Work/ business 
   ‘14’ = business – border worker 
   ‘16’ = business – other: occasional or saltuary trip to meet customers, visit exhibitions, trade fairs, training courses, etc. 
                or regular trip (e.g., seasonal employment) of “Italian / foreign” resident who works “abroad / in Italy” 
   ‘17’ = occasional trip to attend conference or congress (not commuter) 
  - Other 
   ‘29’ = other response 
 
   ‘25’ = transit (to Jan. 2004 FOREIGNERS ONLY, from Feb. 2004 both Italians and foreigners) 
 
Code MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 (domain = TMOTIVOVIAGGIO) 
 
 
 
 
NOTE 
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Table B gives the major categories of reasons for trip (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97) published monthly on the Bank of Italy website. 
 
Table B. – Aggregations of types of main accommodation (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97) for publication on Bank of Italy website.  
(Banca d'Italy → Statistiche→ Statistiche sui rapporti con l’estero → Turismo Internazionale)  
 

� Group of tables T3  “Expenditure, number travelers at frontier and number of overnight stays by country of residence and main reason for trip – periods.  
� Group of tables T9  “Expenditure, number travelers at frontier and number of overnight stays by main reason for trip – annual series.  
� Group of tables T5  “Expenditure, number travelers at frontier and number of overnight stays by region visited and main reason for trip – by period.  

 
Web-site description Code of field ALLOGGIO_PRINC_08 (reason for trip) 

Personal '01'+'29'+''25'+'02'+'03'+'04'+'05'+'10'+'11'+'12'+'13' 

- Holiday 
'01' - tourism (2002-> holiday, recreation) 
'29' – other response 
'25' - transit (to Dec. 2003 foreigners only, from Jan. 2004 Italians and foreigners) 

- Study, courses '02' - study/ courses 
- Religious, pilgrimage '03' – religious/ pilgrimage 
- Health and medical care,, spa ''04' – Health and medical care, spa 
- Honeymoon  '05' - honeymoon 

- Other personal reasons '10'+'11'+'12'+'13' 

-- Visit relatives, family of origin  ‘10’ - visit relatives, family of origin 
-- Visit friends '11' – visit friends 
-- Shopping '12' - shopping 
-- Other ‘13’ – other personal reasons 

Work / business '14'+'16'+'17' 
- Seasonal workers and border workers ‘14’ – business – border workers 

- Other reasons of work / business 

“16” = business – other: occasional or saltuary trip to meet customers, visit exhibitions, trade 
fairs, training courses, etc., or regular trip (e.g., seasonal employment) of “Italian / foreign” 
resident who works “abroad / in Italy” 
‘17’ = occasional trip to attend conference or congress (not commuter) 
 

Total All codes 
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For secondary reasons for the trip (to Dec. 2003: Quest. 4, column  “Other”; from Jan. 2004 : Quest. 9, column “Other reasons”) multiple answsers are possible, up to six (fields 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_2- 7). 

SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO CHAR   
Main reason for trip. 
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4.  
 
   
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_2 CHAR    
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
Second reason for trip 
Coded like MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 
 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_3  CHAR    
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
Third reason for trip 
Coded like MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 
 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_4  CHAR    
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
Fourth reason for trip 
Coded like MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 
 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_5  CHAR    
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
Fifth reason for trip 
Coded like MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 
 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_6  CHAR    
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
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Sixth reason for trip 
Coded like MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 
 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_7  CHAR    
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
Seventh reason for trip 
Coded like MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 
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4.6.3 Coding that DOES NOT TAKE ACCOUNT of employer residence Type b) 
See 4.6.1 for details on the coding criterion. 
 

 
SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIOQ CHAR  
Note: In general it is preferable to use MOTIVO_VIAGGIO (see 4.6.2 above) 
 
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Main reason for trip. 
  
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q CHAR    
Note: In general, it is preferable to use MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 (see 4.6.2)  
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
 
  - Personal reasons 
   ‘01’ = tourism (2002-> , holiday, svago) 
   ‘02’ = study / courses 
   ‘03’ = religious / pilgrimage 
   ‘04’ = Health and medical care, spa 
   ‘05’ = honeymoon 
   ‘10’ = visit relatives, family of origin 
   ‘11’ = visit friends 
   ‘12’ = shopping 
   ‘13’ = other personal reasons 
 
  - Work / business reasons 
   ‘14’ = go to regular place of work and return the same day (border worker) 
   ‘15’ = regular trip of “Italian / foreign” resident who works abroad /in Italy (spending at least one night abroad) 
   ‘16’ = business – other: occasional or saltuary trip to meet customers, visit exhibitions, trade fairs, training courses, etc. 
                or regular trip (e.g., seasonal employment) of “Italian / foreign” resident who works “abroad / in Italy” 
   ‘17’ = occasional trip to attend conference or congress (not commuter) 
  - Other 
   ‘29’ = other response 
 
   ‘25’ = transit (to Jan. 2004 FOREIGNERS ONLY, from Feb. 2004 both Italians and foreigners) 
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Code MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 (domain = TMOTIVOVIAGGIO) 
 
 
For secondary reasons for the trip (up to Dec. 2003: Quest. 4, column “Other”, from Jan. 2004 : Quest. 9, column “Other reasons”) multiple responses are possible, up to six (fields 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_2Q- 7Q). 
Code MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 (domain = TMOTIVOVIAGGIO) 
 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_2Q CHAR    
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
Second reason for trip 
Note: In general it is preferable to use MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_2 (see 4.6.2 above) 
Coded like MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q 
 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_3Q CHAR    
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
Third reason for trip 
Note: In general it is preferable to use MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_3 (see 4.6.2 above) 
Coded like MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q 
 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_4Q CHAR    
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
Fourth reason for trip 
Note: In general it is preferable to use MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_4 (see 4.6.2 above) 
Coded like MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q 
 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_5Q CHAR    
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
Fifth reason for trip 
Note: In general it is preferable to use MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_5 (see 4.6.2 above) 
Coded like MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q 
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MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_6Q CHAR    
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
Sixth reason for trip 
Note: In general it is preferable to use MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_6 (see 4.6.2 above) 
Coded like MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q 
 
 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_7Q CHAR    
Jan. 1997-Jan. 2004:  Quest. 4  
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 9  
Seventh  reason for trip 
Note: In general it is preferable to use MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_7 (see 4.6.2 above) 
Coded like MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q 
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4.6.4 Detail on reasons 'tourism, holiday, recreation (from Jan. 2002) 
 

MAIN VARIABLES 
 
MOTIVO_VAC CHAR    
Jan. 2002 - Jan. 2004  Quest. 12 (Italians) / Quest. 14 (foreigners) – You went abroad (Italians) / came to Italy (foreigners) for a holiday. What kind of holiday? Main reason. Only one 

response.  
Up to Aug. 2004   Quest. 23 (Italians) / Quest. 25 (foreigners) – You went abroad (Italians) / came to Italy (foreigners) for a holiday. What kind of holiday? Main reason. Only one 

response.  
Sept. 2004 ->  Quest. 25 (Italians and foreigners) - You went abroad (Italians) / came to Italy (foreigners) for a holiday. What kind of holiday? Main reason. Only one 

response.  
 
ONLY if MOTIVO_VIAGGIO = '01' (tourism, holiday, recreation). 
and if  MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 = MOTIVO_VIAGGIOQ = MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q ='01' (tourism, holiday, recreation). 
   '1' = Seaside 
   '2' = Mountains 
   '3' = Lakeside 
   '4' = Culture, art cities 
   '5' = Countryside, agritourism 
   '6' = Sporting (to practice a sport) 
   '7' = Food and drink 
   '8'  = Other (cruises, cultural events, sporting events, etc.) 
Code  MOTIVO_VAC (domain=TMOTIVOVACANZA) 
 
 
SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 
MOTIVO_VAC_2  CHAR   
2002 ->  
2002 - Jan. 2004  Quest. 12 (Italians) / Quest. 14 (foreigners) – You went abroad (Italians) / came to Italy (foreigners) for a holiday. What kind of holiday? Secondary reason. 

Only one response.  
Up to Aug. 2004   Quest. 23 (Italians) / Quest. 25 (foreigners) – You went abroad (Italians) / came to Italy (foreigners) for a holiday. What kind of holiday? Secondaryt reason. 

Only one response.  
Sept. 2004 ->  Quest. 25 (Italians and foreigners) - You went abroad (Italians) / came to Italy (foreigners) for a holiday. What kind of holiday? Secondary reason. Only one 

response.  
 
Code  MOTIVO_VAC_2 (domain=TMOTIVOVACANZA) 
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RES_DATLAV CHAR        
Up to Dec. 2003   Quest. 4a - (if cod. 10,11,12,13 a Quest. 4) Your employer is resident….. 
Jan. 2004 ->  Quest. 10 - (if cod. 10,11,12,13 a Quest. 9) Your employer is resident…..  

'1' = In Italy 
    '2' = Abroad 
    '3' = I have no employer: I am self-employed (* ) 
(*) Response introduced Jan. 2004. Before then, the self-employed were to respond “In Italy” (code '1') if they resided in Italy and “Abroad” (code '2') if they resided abroad. 
 
 
STATO_DATORE_LAV   NUM  
Jun. 2010-> Quest.10a -(if cod=’2’) If resident abroad, in what country (ITALIANS ONLY) 
 
 
MESI_LAVORO                         NUM  
Jun. 2010->                 Quest.10b (how many months have you been with an employer …………) 
 
 
FREQ_FRONTIERA NUM  
Jun. 2010->                      Quest.10c – (how frequently do you cross the border) 
                                                   '1' = 5 times a week or more             
                                                   '2 '= 2-4 times a week 
                                                   '3' = 1 time a week  
                                                   '4' = 2-3 times a month 
                                                   '5' = 1 time a month  
                                                   '6' = Less than once a month  
                                                   '9'=  Not given 
Code FREQ_FRONTIERA (domain = TFREQ_FRONTIERA) 
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4.7 Number of travelers 
 
MAIN VARIABLES 
 
VIAGGIA_SOLO_97 CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2003  Quest. 8a – Are you traveling alone or with others? 
From Jan. 2004.  Quest. 15- Are you traveling alone or with others? 

    ‘1’ = alone 
     ‘2’ = with others 
Field is (=blank) if reason for trip (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q) = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight). 
Code VIAGGIA_SOLO_97 (domain=TVIAGGIASOLO) 
 
 
DIVISIONE_SPESE CHAR   
Up to Dec. 2003  Quest. 8b - (If “with others” - VIAGGIA_SOLO=‘2’) Did you share the main expenses? (putting your money in a common kitty)? 

From Jan. 2004.  Quest. 16- Did you share the main expenses of your trip in Italy (foreigners) outside Italy (Italians) with someone? (as by putting your money in a 
common kitty)?  
    ‘1’ =Yes 
    ‘2’ =No 

 
NR_TOT_VIAGG_1 NUM   
Up to Dec. 2003  Quest. 8c – Number of travelers referred to (who travel together and share expenses), including the interviewee. 
From  Jan. 2004 Quest. 17- How many people, including yourself, shared expenses (as by a common kitty)? What are their sexes and ages. 
Value not extrapolated to the entire population (the grossed-up value is given by FP_VIAG o FPD_VIAG). 
To obviate the filters in the questionnaiure (Quest. 15 and Quest. 16 in the latest questionnaires), values are imputed in such a way as to incorporate the information on the interviewee even 
when he is traveling alone (VIAGGIA_SOLO_97=‘1’), or travels with others but does not share expenses (DIVISIONE_SPESE='2').  
 
 
NR_NOTTI_X_STATO  NUM   
Sampling value (not referred to the whole population), number of nights per country visited (ITALIANS ONLY). This variable is the product: NR_NOTTI*COEFF_DEST* 
COEFF_CODE     
 
 
NR_NOTTI_X_COMUNE  NUM   
Sampling value (not referred to the whole population), number of nights per municipality visited (FOREIGNERS ONLY). This variable is the product: NR_NOTTI*COEFF_DEST* 
COEFF_CODE     
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VIAG_DEST NUM    
Sampling value (not referred to the whole population), number of travelers at destination (FP_VIAG).  
 
 
VIAG_FRONT  NUM    
Sampling value (not referred to the whole population), number of travelers at frontier (FP_VIAG).  
 
 
FP_VIAG..... FPD_VIAG.....   NUM   
 
 
Note: the variables FP_VIAG and FPD_VIAG are in the sub-file: MAIN VARIABLES; those broken down by age and sex are in the  
SECONDARY VARIABLES sub-files) 
 
Table C lists the variables available regarding Quest. 17 – Number of travelers (who travel together and share expenses), including the interviewee, both total and for specific combinations 
of age groups and sex. These data are extrapolated to the reference population.  
To obviate the filters in the questionnaiure (Quest. 15 and Quest. 16 in the latest questionnaires), ad hoc procedures impute values in such a way as to incorporate the information on the 
interviewee even when he is traveling alone (VIAGGIA_SOLO_97=‘1), or travels with others but does not share expenses (DIVISIONE_SPESE='2').  
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Table C: Variables referring to number of travelers who travel together and share expenses, including interviewee, total and disaggregated by age and sex 

Extrapolated using  
FATTORE_PONDER 

Extrapolated using  
FATTORE_PONDER_DES 

Age of travelers 
(including interviewee) 

Sex of travelers 
(including interviewee) 

FP_VIAG FPD_VIAG All Male+Female 

FP_VIAG_0_14 FPD_VIAG_0_14   0 - 14  Male+Female 
FP_VIAG_0_14_M FPD_VIAG_0_14_M “ Male 

FP_VIAG_0_14_F FPD_VIAG_0_14_F “ Female 

FP_VIAG_15_24 FPD_VIAG_15_24 15 - 24  Male+Female 
FP_VIAG_15_24_M FPD_VIAG_15_24_M “ Male 

FP_VIAG_15_24_F FPD_VIAG_15_24_F “ Female 

FP_VIAG_25_34 FPD_VIAG_25_34 25 - 34  Male+Female 

FP_VIAG_25_34_M FPD_VIAG_25_34_M “ Male 
FP_VIAG_25_34_F FPD_VIAG_25_34_F “ Female 

FP_VIAG_35_44 FPD_VIAG_35_44 35 - 44   Male+Female 

FP_VIAG_35_44_M FPD_VIAG_35_44_M “ Male 
FP_VIAG_35_44_F FPD_VIAG_35_44_F “ Female 

FP_VIAG_45_64 FPD_VIAG_45_64 45 - 64  Male+Female 

FP_VIAG_45_64_M FPD_VIAG_45_64_M “ Male 
FP_VIAG_45_64_F FPD_VIAG_45_64_F “ Female 

FP_VIAG_PIU_64 FPD_VIAG_PIU_64 65  and over  Male+Female 
FP_VIAG_PIU_64_M FPD_VIAG_PIU_64_M “ Male 

FP_VIAG_PIU_64_F FPD_VIAG_PIU_64_F “ Female 
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SECONDARY VARIABLES  
 
VIAGGIA_SOLO CHAR  
Jan. 1997 - Jan. 2004:  Quest. 8a  - Are you traveling alone or with others? 
Jan. 1997 - Jan. 2004:  Quest. 8b - (If “with others”) Did you share the main expenses with them (putting your money in a common kitty)? 
Jan. 2004 ->:  Quest. 15  - Are you traveling alone or with others? 
Jan. 2004 ->:   Quest. 16 - (If “with others”) Did you share the main expenses with them? (putting your money in a common kitty)? 
Indicate whether the traveler traveled with others with whom he shared expenses. 

‘1’ = traveled alone (or with others but not sharing expenses) 
     ‘2’ = traveled with others, sharing expenses. 
This field takes account both of the field of the same name VIAGGIA_SOLO_97 and of the field DIVISIONE_SPESE (see below), with the following algorithm: 

If VIAGGIA_SOLO_97 = ‘1’ or (VIAGGIA_SOLO_97 = ‘2’ and DIVISIONE_SPESE = ‘2’) 
then VIAGGIA_SOLO = '1' 

otherwise VIAGGIA_SOLO = '2' 
If MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q = ‘14’ (border worker, no overnight), the value of this field must necessarily be ‘1’, i.e. travels alone (or with others, not sharing expenses)'. 
Code VIAGGIA_SOLO (domain=TVIAGGIASOLO) 
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4.8 Number of overnight stays 
 
 

MAIN VARIABLES 
 
FLAG_NOTTI CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2003  Quest. 6 – Nights spent in the locality visited 
Jan. 2004 Quest. 13 – For how many days in all were you outside Italy (Italians) or in Italy (foreigners) during your trip?  
   ‘1’ = None 
   ‘2’ = 1 or more 
If reason for trip MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight), perforce ‘1’ (none). 
Code FLAG_NOTTI (domain =TNUM_NOTTI) 
 
 
NR_NOTTI NUM    
Up to Dec. 2003   Quest. 6 – Total number of nights abroad (Italians) or in Italy (foreigners) 
Jan. 2004     Quest. 13-  How many nights did you spend abroad (Italians) or in Italy (foreigners)? 
N.B.: The value is that stated in the interview (not extrapolated); the extrapolated value is FPD_NOTTI. 
 
 
FPD_NOTTI.....  NUM    
Up to Dec. 2003:  Quest. 6, Quest. 7 
Jan. 2004 ->:   Quest. 13, Quest. 14 
Total number of nights spent abroad (Italians) or in Italy (foreigners), total (FPD_NOTTI) or in a given type of accommodation (FPD_NOTTI_ALB .... FPD_NOTTI_ALTRO). 
Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
For each record, the variables are calculated by the following formula:  
   number of nights in locality visited * number of travelers (including interviewee) * grossing-up  factor 

i.e.: 
   NR_NOTTI.... * NR_TOT_VIAGG_1 * FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
 
Example: an Italian tourist has spent three nights abroad, sharing expenses with four other people, with FATTORE_PONDER_DES = 100. 

 We thus have:  FPD_NOTTI = 3 * 5 * 100 = 1.500 
Note: the number of nights thus calculated coincides conceptually with the number of presences, used by ISTAT. 
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SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 

Variable Type of accommodation Notes 
FPD_NOTTI_ALB_VIL Hotel, resort village  
FPD_NOTTI_AGRI Agritourism (Jan. 2005->)  
FPD_NOTTI_BED_BR Bed & Breakfast (Jan. 2008->)   
FPD_NOTTI_C_AF_05 Rental house (Jan. 2005->)  
FPD_NOTTI_C_AF_08 Rental house (Jan. 2008->)  
FPD_NOTTI_CASA_PR Own house  
FPD_NOTTI_OSPITE Stayed with relatives, friends  
FPD_NOTTI_TENDA Tent, trailer tent,  /  trailer  
FPD_NOTTI_CAMPER Motorcaravan, camper  
FPD_NOTTI_NAVE Ship (cruise)  
FPD_NOTTI_COMUNIT Collective (school, nursing home) Calculated as FPD_NOTTI_COM_REL + FPD_NOTTI_COM_ALT + 

FPD_NOTTI_CAS_CUR 
FPD_NOTTI_COM_REL Community operated by religious order (school, convent, etc.)  
FPD_NOTTI_COM_ALT Other collective  
FPD_NOTTI_CAS_CUR Nursing home  
FPD_NOTTI_OSTELLO Youth hostel  
FPD_NOTTI_CASA_AF Rental house, agritourism  
FPD_NOTTI_ALTRO Other  
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4.9 Expenditure 
 

4.9.1 Premise 
 
The part of the questionnaire on travelers’ spending introduced in January 2002 is radically different from the previous one. The sections: 

� "B- Expenditure before departure" (Quests. 9-11 of the questionnaire in use through 2001); 
�  "C- “Expenditure abroad on this trip" (Quests. 12a-13b of the questionnaire in use through 2001)  

were replaced by a new section “B – Expenditure” (Quests. 18a-19d), which breaks toursit spending down by type of good/service (international or in-country transport, accommodation, 
meals, purchases of goods, other services). 
 
 
For ease of consultation, in what follows the portion  on expenditure is divided into three parts: 
 
- Fields always valid (Jan. 1997 on).  

- Total expenditure and other spending aggregates 
- Fields valid only from Jan. 2002.  

- Total expenditure and other spending aggregates 
- Package  
- Non-package 

- Fields valid only 1997-2001 
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4.9.2 Fields always valid (Jan. 1997 on) 
 
 

MAIN VARIABLES 
Total expenditure and other spending aggregates (1997->) 

 

FPD_SPESA_FMI NUM   (present in sub-file: MAIN VARIABLES ) 
Total expenditure, extrapolated, excluding transportation expenditure.  Corresponds to the item “Foreign travel” in the balance of payments, i.e. the notion of tourist spending.  

� Up to Dec. 2001 it is obtained by the following formula: 
FPD_SPESA_FMI = FPD_PREPAGATO - FPD_2TRASP_STI + FDP_SPESA_DEST 

That is, dividing tourist spending into pre-paid expenses and spending at destination: 
FPD_SPESA_FMI = FPD_PREP_NO_TRASP  + FDP_SPESA_DEST. 

� From Jan. 2002 it is obtained with the following formula: 
 FPD_SPESA_FMI = FPD_TURTRA_T + FPD_ALL_T + FPD_RIS_T + FPD_ACQ_T + FPD_ALT_T. 

 
 
Alternative formulas are possible. The following highlights the distinction between package and non-package expenditure: 
 

FPD_SPESA_FMI (tourist expenditure) 

= = 

(FPD_TURTRA_P + FPD_ALL_P + FPD_RIS_P + FPD_ALT_P) (tourist expenditure included in “package”) 

+ + 

(FPD_TURTRA_E + FPD_ALL_E + FPD_RIS_E + FPD_ACQ_E + FPD_ALT_E). (tourist expenditure not included in “package”) 

 
 
 
SPESA_FMI  NUM   
Represents the same content as FPD_SPESA_FMI but is not extrapolated to the population.  
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4.9.3 Fields valid only from Jan. 2002 
 

Package expenditure (Jan. 2002) 
 

MAIN VARIABLES 
 

FLAG_PACCHETTO  CHAR    
From Jan. 2002->Sect. I. “Package" tours  
Up to Dec. 2003:   Quest. 9a;  
From Jan. 2004:  Quest. 18a – Was your trip a “package tour,” i.e. and organized trip or a tourist package including expenses for two or more of the following services: 

transport, accommodation, meals, other? 
   ‘1’ = Yes 
   ‘2’ = No 
If MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight), compulsory ‘2’. 

 
FPD_…_P NUM (present in sub-file: MAIN VARIABLES ) 
FLAG_…_P CHAR  (present in sub-file: SECONDARY VARIABLES ) 
2002->Sect. I. “Package” tours  
Up to Dec. 2003:    Quest. 9b;  
From Jan. 2004:    Quest. 18b – Which of the following services were included in the package? 
Table D below diagrams the fields corresponding to Quest. 18b.  
For each spending iterm, there is a field indicating whether the service was included in the package (FLAG_…P) and the amount, estimated and extrapolated, of spending on that item 
(FPD_…P).  
Note: the field names are structured as follows (the suffix '_P' stands for ‘package'):  FLAG_ / FPD_    +   in inits._item   + _P. 
Spending for each item (FPD…_P) is estimated by disaggregating the total amount of the package (FPD_TOTPAC_P) according to the average composition of “non-package” spending 
(section II of the questionnaire), certain key attributes constant (composition of the package, means of transport, reason for trip, country of origin / destination, length of stay, etc.).  
The average composition is taken from a “historical” database of interviews for the current and previous periods. For foreign travelers, moreover, the amounts are adjusted for the inclusion 
in the package of stays in other countries besides Italy (see FPD_TOTPAC_P).  
From Table D it emerges that the following identities for spending amounts hold: 
 

� For Italians: FPD_TR_INTES_P = FPD_TURTRA_P     
� For foreigners: FPD_TR_INTIT_P = FPD_TURTRA_P 

 
Hence the amounts referred to in the variable FPD_TURTRA_P represent expenditure (in package) for transport within the country visited (abroad for Italians, Italy for foreigners).  
Hence these amounts, both for Italians and for foreigners, contribute to the item 'tourist expenditure’ (item 'travel, balance of payments’, field FPD_SPESA_FMI). 
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Table D - Sect. I – Package expenditure (Jan. 2002)  

Expenditure Item (*) 

 
FLAG_…_P 

 
Variables in sub-file:  

SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 

 
FPD_…_P 

 
Variables in sub-file:  
MAIN VARIABLES 

 

Was the service corresponding to the item 
included in the package?  

 
Multiple responses. 

Quest. 18 b. 
 

Code=Yes blank=No 
(always blank if FLAG_PACCHETTO='2') 
 

CHAR 

Amount of expenditure. 
Converted into euros. 

 
Estimates extrapolated using 
FATTORE_PONDER_DES  

 
 
 
 

NUM  

 
ITALIANS 

 
FOREIGNERS 

-  Ticket for travel between Italy and 
other countries (round trip) and 

possibly between foreign countries  

-  Ticket for travel between Italy and 
other countries (round trip) 

FLAG_TR_IT_ES_P 
 

Code = '1' 
FPD_TR_IT_ES_P 

- Any transport within foreign countries, 
including purchases of fuel abroad 

- Any tickets for transport within own 
country, between foreign countries 

or within foreign countries 

FLAG_TR_INTES_P 
 

Code = '2' 

 
FPD_TR_INTES_P 

 
If Italians also FPD_TURTRA_P 

 

-  Any transport within Italy (round trip) 
-  Any transport within Italy, including 

purchases of fuel in Italy 

FLAG_TR_INTIT_P 
 

Code = '3' 

FPD_TR_INTIT_P 
 

If foreigners also FPD_TURTRA_P 

-  Accommodation (hotel, rental house, campgrounds, etc.), including any meals 
in the accommodation facility (breakfast, half pension, full pension, etc.) 

FLAG_ALL_P 
 

Code = '4' 
FPD_ALL_P 

-  Restaurants and cafes (and other meals outside accommodations) 
FLAG_RIS_P 

 
Code = '5' 

FPD_RIS_P 

-  Other services: MUSEUMS, SHOWS, PERFORMANCES, 
ENTERTAINMENT, GUIDED TOURS, VEHICLE RENTALS, LANGUAGE 

COURSES, etc. 

FLAG_ALT_P 
 

Code = '6' 
FPD_ALT_P 

 
(*) The grey background indicates items included in the balance-of-payments item 'tourist expenditure’ ('travel, balance of payments’, field FPD_SPESA_FMI-variable 

present in group of MAIN VARIABLES ). 
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SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 

FPD_TOTPAC_P NUM   
From Jan. 2002 -> Sect. I. "Package" tours  
Up to Dec. 2003:   Quest. 9c;  
From Jan. 2004: Quest. 18c – Amount (total) paid for the organized trip, net of the portion (estimated) for any stay in other foreign countries (see below).   
Converted into euros.  
Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
 

� For Italians, the value of this field coincides with that indicated by the interviewee.  
 

� For foreigners, the value is obtained by multiplying the original value declared by the interviewee (SPESA TOTALE PACCHETTO ORIGINARIA [Totral expenditure original 
package]) by a coefficient adjusting for the possible inclusion within the package of stays in countries other than Italy). 
The coefficient is the ratio between the number of overnight stays in Italy (NR_NOTTI) and the total number of overnights in the package (NR_NOTTI + NR_NOTTI_ALPAE_P). 
For each interview, therefore, the field is calculated as follows: 

      
  FPD_TOTPAC_P = SPESA TOTALE PACCHETTO ORIGINARIA

PALPAENOTTINRNOTTINR

NOTTINR

____

_
*

+
 

The following relation holds: 
 

FPD_TOTPAC_P = FPD_TR_IT_ES_P + FPD_TR_INTES_P + FPD_TR_INTIT_P + FPD_ALL_P + FPD_RIS_P + FPD_ALT_P 
 
 
 
DIV_TOTPAC_P NUM    
From Jan. 2002 ->Sect. I. “Package" tours  
Up to Dec. 2003:  Quest. 9d;  
From Jan. 2004:   Quest. 18d –  In what currency? Code currency of the amount (total) paid for the organized trip (FPD_TOTPAC_P). 
Code VALUTA (currency) (domain = TVALUTE) 
 
 
FLAG_ALPAE_P   CHAR    
From Jan. 2002 -> Sect. I. "Package" tours  
Up to Dec. 2003:   Quest. 9d1;  
From Jan. 2004:  Quest. 18e – Does your spending for the package tour (indicated in Quest. 18c) also refer to visits to other countries besides Italy? FOREIGNERS ONLY. 

'1' = No 
'2'=  Yes 
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NR_NOTTI_ALPAE_P  NUM    
From Jan. 2002 ->Sect. I. "Package" tours 
Up to Dec. 2003:  Quest. 9d1;  
From Jan. 2004:  Quest. 18e – Number of nights spent or will spend in other countries part of package. 
ONLY FOREIGNERS with FLAG_ALPAE_P='2'.  
Not extrapolated (sampling value).  

� Note: For Italians, this variable =  0. 
 
 
FPD_NOTTI_ALPAE_P NUM    
From Jan. 2002 ->Sect. I. "Package" tours 
Up to Dec. 2003:   Quest. 9d1;  
From Jan. 2004:  Quest. 18e  - Number of nights spent or will spend in other countries part of package. 
FOREIGNERS ONLY with FLAG_ALPAE_P='2'.  
Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES.  

� Note: For Italians, this variable =  0. 
 
FLAG_SPESE_EXTRA CHAR    
From Jan. 2002 ->Sect. I. "Package" tours 
Up to Dec. 2003:   Quest. 9e;  
From Jan. 2004:   Quest. 18f – Have you made other expenditures for this trip (in addition to those included in the package)? ONLY IF FLAG_PACCHETTO = '1'. 

'1' - Yes 
'2' - No 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Non-package expenditure (from Jan. 2002) 
 

SECONDARY VARIABLES 
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FLAG_…_E  CHAR     
MP_…_E[_1/_2]  CHAR     
FPD_…_E[_1/_2]  NUM    
DIV_…_E[_1/_2]  NUM    
From Jan. 2002-> 
 
Sect. II. “Non-package” tours + expenditure not comprised above 
 
Up to Dec. 2003:  Quest. 10a. Can you indicate all the expenditures you have sustained for this trip? 
From Jan. 2004:  Quest. 19a. Can you indicate all the expenditures you have sustained for this trip? (read the spending items, code “yes” or “no”) 
 
Up to Dec. 2003:   Quest. 10b. – What means of payment did you use for these expenditures? 
From Jan. 2004:   Quest. 19b. –  What means of payment did you use for these expenditures? 
 
Up to Dec. 2003:   Quest. 10c. – How much did you spend on this item? 
From Jan. 2004:    Quest. 19c. – How much did you spend on this item? 
 
Up to Dec. 2003:   Quest. 10d. – In what currency? 
From Jan. 2004:   Quest. 19d. – In what currency? 
 
Table E diagrams the fields corresponding to questions 19a-19d.  
 
For each expenditure item there is a field to indicate whether this service was included in the package (FLAG_…E), what means of payment was used (MP_…E…), the amount 
(extrapolated) spent on this item (FPD_…E…) and the currency in which the amount is expressed (DIV…E…). 
 
For some items, two amounts may be given, corresponding to certain combinations of means of payment and currency.  
Table E indicates the fields for each combination by: 

� 'Row 1' (field name suffix _E_1); 
�  'Row 2' (field name suffix _E_2) 
� The field for the total campo relativo al totale (field name suffix _E) is indicated by 'Row 1 + Row 2'. 
 

Note: the field names are structured as follows (the suffix '_E' stands for 'non-package'):  
 

FLAG_ / MP_ / FPD_ / DIV_   +   sigla_item   +    _E [+   _1 /_ 2] 
Table E shows that for expenditure amounts the following identities hold: 

 
� For Italians:  

FPD_TR_INTES_E_1 = FPD_TURTRA_E_1 
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FPD_TR_INTES_E_2 = FPD_TURTRA_E_2 

� For foreigners 
FPD_TR_INTIT_E_1 = FPD_TURTRA_E_1 
FPD_TR_INTIT_E_2  = FPD_TURTRA_E_2 

 

Hence the amounts referred to in the variable FPD_TURTRA_E represent expenditure (not included in the package) for transport within the country visited (abroad for Italians, Italy for 
foreigners).  
Hence these amounts, both for Italians and for foreigners, contribute to the item 'tourist expenditure’ (item 'travel, balance of payments’, field FPD_SPESA_FMI). 
 

For the period Jan. 2002-Jan. 2004 only, there is another “version” of the expenditure for the first transport item, as follows: 

FPD_TR_IT_ES_E_N NUM    
From Jan. 2002-> Jan. 2004 
Original value, i.e. not adjusted for outlier values considered excessively high, of the field FPD_TR_IT_ES_E.  

� Italians: Expenditure not including transport between Italy and other countries (round trip) and any travel between different foreign countries; 
� Foreigners: Expenditure not including transport to and from Italy. 

 
Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. This figure is used exclusively to compile the item 'Transport – Passengers’. 
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Table E - Sect. II – Non-package expenditure (From Feb. 2004) - Quest. 19a - 19d 

Expenditure Item (*) 
FLAG_…_E MP_…_E[_1/_2] FPD_…_E[_1/_2] DIV_…_E[_1/_2] 

Expenditure sustained 
on this item? 
Quest. 19a. 

 
'1'=Yes  
'2'=No 

 
CHAR 

Means of payment used. 
 

Quest. 19b. 
Code:  

v. Tab. E1 on following page 
 

CHAR 

Amount of expenditure. 
 

Quest. 19c. 
Value in euros. 

 
Extrlapolated using  

FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
NUM 

Currency in which amounts 
are expressed. 

 
Quest. 19d. 

 
Code of currency 

(domain: TVALUTE) 
NUM 

 
Italians 

 
Foreigners 

-  Ticket for travel between 
Italy and other countries 
(round trip) and possibly 
between foreign countries  

-  Ticket for travel between 
Italy and other countries 

(round trip) 

FLAG_TR_IT_ES_E 

Row 1: MP_TR_IT_ES_E 
 

Row 2 (From Jan. 2004 ): 
MP_TR_IT_ES_E_2 

Row 1 + Row 2: FPD_TR_IT_ES_E). 
 

Row 2 (From Jan. 2004 ): FPD_TR_IT_ES_E_2 
Note: The value for the first Row only is not given (it can 

be calculated as the difference between 
FPD_TR_IT_ES_E and FPD_TR_IT_ES_E_2). 

Row 1: DIV_TR_IT_ES_E 
 

Row 2 (From Jan. 2004 ): 
DIV_TR_IT_ES_E_2  

- Any transport within 
foreign countries, 

including purchases of fuel 
abroad 

- Any tickets for transport 
within own country, 

between foreign countries 
or within  foreign 

countries 

FLAG_TR_INTES_E 
Row 1: MP_TR_INTES_E_1 

 
Row 2: MP_TR_INTES_E_2 

Row 1 + Row 2: If Italians = FPD_TURTRA_E 
 

Row 1: FPD_ TR_INTES_E_1. 
If Italians also FPD_TURTRA_E_1 

 
Row 2: FPD_ TR_INTES_E_2. 

If Italians also FPD_TURTRA_E_2 

Row 1:DIV_TR_INTES_E_1 
 

Row 2:DIV_TR_INTES_E_2 

-  Any transport within Italy 
(round trip) 

-  Any transport within 
Italy, including purchases 

of fuel in Italy 

FLAG_TR_INTIT_E 

Row 1: MP_TR_INTIT_E_1 
 

Row 2 (only foreigners): 
MP_TR_INTIT_E_2 

Row 1 + Row 2: If foreigners = FPD_TURTRA_E 
 

Row 1: FPD_ TR_INTIT_E_1. 
If foreigners also FPD_TURTRA_E_1 

Row 2 (only foreigners): 
FPD_ TR_INTIT_E_2 e FPD_TURTRA_E_2 

Row 1: DIV_TR_INTIT_E_1 
 

Row 2 (only foreigners): 
DIV_TR_INTIT_E_2 

-  Accommodation (hotel, rental house, campgrounds, etc.), 
including any meals in the accommodation facility 

(breakfast, half pension, full pension, etc.) 
FLAG_ALL_E 

Row 1: MP_ALL_E_1 
 

Row 2: MP_ALL_E_2 

Row 1 + Row 2 = FPD_ALL_E 
 

Row 1: FPD_ALL_E_1 
Row 2: FPD_ALL_E_2 

Row 1: DIV_ALL_E_1 
 

Row 2: DIV_ALL_E_2 

-  Restaurants and cafes (and other meals outside 
accommodations) 

FLAG_RIS_E 
Row 1: MP_RIS_E_1 

 
Row 2: MP_RIS_E_2 

Row 1 + Row 2 = FPD_RIS_E 
 

Row 1: FPD_RIS_E_1 
Row 2: FPD_RIS_E_2 

Row 1: DIV_RIS_E_1 
 

Row 2: DIV_RIS_E_2 

- Purchases of goods in shops: SOUVENIRS, GIFTS, 
CLOTHING, FOOD AND DRINK,  etc.  for personal use 

FLAG_ACQ_E 
Row 1: MP_ACQ_E_1 

 
Row 2: MP_ACQ_E_2 

Row 1 + Row 2 = FPD_ACQ_E 
 

Row 1: FPD_ACQ_E_1 
Row 2: FPD_ACQ_E_2 

Row 1: DIV_ACQ_E_1 
 

Row 2: DIV_ACQ_E_2 

-  Other services: MUSEUMS, SHOWS, 
PERFORMANCES, ENTERTAINMENT, GUIDED 

TOURS, VEHICLE RENTALS, LANGUAGE 
COURSES, etc. 

FLAG_ALT_E 
Row 1: MP_ALT_E_1 

 
Row 2: MP_ALT_E_2 

Row 1 + Row 2 = FPD_ALT_E 
 

Row 1: FPD_ALT_E_1 
Row 2: FPD_ALT_E_2 

Row 1: DIV_ALT_E_1 
 

Row 2: DIV_ALT_E_2 

 
(*) The grey background indicates items included in the balance-of-payments item 'tourist expenditure’ ('travel, balance of payments’, field FPD_SPESA_FMI). 
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Table E1 – Non-package expenditure (From Feb. 2004) - Sect. II - Quest. 19b. Code means of payment used (fields MP_…_E[_1/_2]) 
 
Italians 
- Payment in Italy in advance of trip.  Whatever means of payment    '1' 
- Payment abroad in cash, whatever currency       '2' 
- Payment abroad, credit card, debit card       '3' 
- Payment abroad, other instruments        '4' 
 

Foreigners 
- Payment abroad in advance of trip.  Whatever means of payment    '1' 
- Payment in Italy in cash, whatever currency       '2' 
- Payment in Italy, credit card, debit card       '3' 
- Payment in Italy, other instruments        '4' 
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Total expenditure and other spending aggregates (from Jan. 2002) 
 
 

MAIN VARIABLES 
 

FPD_TR_IT_ES_T NUM     
From Jan. 2002-> 

� Italians – Total expenditure (package + non-package) for: transport between Italy and other countries (both ways) and any travel between foreign countries. 
� Foreigners - Total expenditure (package + non-package) for: transport between Italy and other countries (both ways). 

 
Calculated as follows: FPD_TR_IT_ES_T = FPD_TR_IT_ES_P + FPD_TR_IT_ES_E. 
Value expressed in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
 
 
FPD_TR_INTES_T NUM     
From Jan. 2002-> 

� Italians – Total expenditure (package + non-package) for: any transport inside foreign countries, including fuel purchases abroad. 
� Foreigners - Total expenditure (package + non-package) for: transport within home country, between or within foreign countries. 

 
Calculated as follows: FPD_TR_INTES_T = FPD_TR_INTES_P + FPD_TR_INTES_E_1 + FPD_TR_INTES_E_2. 
Value expressed in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
For Italians this is a component of the item 'tourist expenditure’ (balance of payments item 'Travel and tourism’). 
 
 
FPD_TR_INTIT_T NUM     
From Jan. 2002-> 

� Italians - Total expenditure (package + non-package) for: any transport within Italy (both ways). 
� Foreigners - Total expenditure (package + non-package) for: any transport withinb Italy, including fuel purchases in Italy. 

Calculated as : FPD_TR_INTIT_T = FPD_TR_INTIT_P + FPD_TR_INTIT_E_1 + FPD_TR_INTIT_E_2. 
Value expressed in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
For foreigners this is a component of the item 'tourist expenditure’ (balance of payments item 'Travel and tourism’). 
 
 
FPD_TURTRA_T NUM     
From Jan. 2002-> 

� Italians – Value equivalent to FPD_TR_INTES_T - Total expenditure (package + non-package) for: any transport inside foreign countries, including fuel purchases abroad. 
� Foreigners - Value equivalent to FPD_TR_INTIT_T - Total expenditure (package + non-package) for: any transport inside Italy, including fuel purchases in Italy. 

Calculated as : FPD_TURTRA_T = FPD_TURTRA_P + FPD_TURTRA_E. 
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Value expressed in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
This is a component of 'tourist expenditure’ (balance of payments item 'travel and tourism’). 
 
 
FPD_ALL_T   NUM    
From Jan. 2002-> 
Total expenditure (package + non-package) for: accommodation (hotel, rental house, campsite, etc.), including any meals in accommodation structures (breakfast, half-pension, full 
pension etc.). 
Calculated as : FPD_ALL_T = FPD_ALL_P + FPD_ALL_E. 
Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
This is a component of 'tourist expenditure’ (balance of payments item 'travel and tourism’). 
 
 
FPD_RIS_T  NUM     
From Jan. 2002-> 
Total expenditure (package + non-package) for: restaurants and cafés (and any other meals outside accommodation facilities). 
Calculated as: FPD_RIS_T = FPD_RIS_P + FPD_RIS_E. 
Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
This is a component of 'tourist expenditure’ (balance of payments item 'travel and tourism’). 
 
 
FPD_ACQ_T  NUM     
From Jan. 2002-> 
Total expenditure (non-package only, package not envisaged) for: purchases of goods in shops: souvenirs, gifts, clolthing, food and drink, etc., for personal use. 
Calculated as: FPD_ACQ_T = FPD_ACQ_E. 
Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
This is a component of 'tourist expenditure’ (balance of payments item 'travel and tourism’). 
 
 
FPD_ALT_T  NUM     
From Jan. 2002-> 
Total expenditure (package + non-package) for: other services: museums, shows, performances, entertainment, guided tours, vehicle rental, language courses, etc. 
Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES.  
Calculated as: FPD_ALT_T = FPD_ALT_P + FPD_ALT_E. 
This is a component of 'tourist expenditure’ (balance of payments item 'travel and tourism’). 
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SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 

FPD_SPTOT_T  NUM     
From Jan. 2002-> 
Total expenditure by traveler (package + non-package).  

� For foreigners, net of estimated package spending in countries other than Italy (see FPD_TOTPAC_P).  
Value in euros. Extrapolated ujsing FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 

Values given by the following formulas: 
a) FPD_SPTOT_T = FPD_TOTPAC_P  + FPD_TR_IT_ES_E + FPD_TR_INTES_E_1 + FPD_TR_INTES_E_2 + FPD_TR_INTIT_E_1 + FPD_TR_INTIT_E_2 + FPD_ALL_E + 

FPD_RIS_E + FPD_ACQ_E + FPD_ALT_E 
b) FPD_SPTOT_T = FPD_TR_IT_ES_T + FPD_TR_INTES_T + FPD_TR_INTIT_T + FPD_ALL_T + FPD_RIS_T + FPD_ACQ_T + FPD_ALT_T 
 

 

DIV_SPTOT_T  NUM    
From Jan. 2002 -> 
Code currency of amount in FPD_SPTOT_T. 
Code currency = 242 = euro if FPD_SPTOT_T > 0, otherwise = 0. 
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4.9.4 Fields valid only 1997-2001 
 

Expenditure in advance of the trip (to Dec. 2001) 
 

SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 
Quest. 9 – Asks interviewee to specify services paid for in advance of the trip 
 
PREPAG_TRASP  CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 9 – Expenses paid before trip – Before departure, did you pay for  
- travel tickets (plane, train, ship) ‘1’ 
 
 
ACQ_AG_TRASP  CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 9 - Expenses paid before trip – did you pay pre-departure expenses 
- plane, train, boat tickets  
through a travel agency? 

‘1’ = Yes 
‘2’ = No 

 
PREPAG_PERNOTT  CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 9 - Expenses paid before trip – Before departure, did you pay for  
- overnight accommodations (with or without meals) ‘2’ 
 
 
ACQ_AG_PERNOTT  CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 9 - Expenses paid before trip – Did you pay pre-departure expenses for  
- overnight accommodations (with or without meals) 
through a travel agency? 

‘1’ = Yes 
‘2’ = No 
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PREPAG_COMPLETO  CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 9 - Expenses paid before trip – Did you pay pre-departure expenses for 
- the whole trip (“all-inclusive tour”, etc.) ‘3’  
 
 
ACQ_AG_COMPLETO  CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 9 -  Expenses paid before trip – Did you pay pre-departure expenses for 
- the whole trip (“all-inclusive tour”, etc.) 
through a travel agency? 
  ‘1’ = Yes 
  ‘2’ = No 
 
 
PREPAG_AUTO  CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 9 - Expenses paid before trip – Did you pay pre-departure expenses for  
- car rental ‘6’ 
 
 
ACQ_AG_AUTO  CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 9 - Expenses paid before trip – Did you pay pre-departure expenses for 
- car rental 
through a travel agency? 
  ‘1’ = Yes 
  ‘2’ = No 
 
 
PREPAG_ALTRO_97  CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 9 - Expenses paid before trip – Did you pay pre-departure expenses for 
- other services (booking of shows, etc.) ‘7’ 
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ACQ_AG_ALTRO_97  CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 9 - Expenses paid before trip – Did you pay pre-departure expenses for 
- other services (booking of shows, etc.) 
through a travel agency? 
 

‘1’ = Yes 
   ‘2’ = No 
 
 
PREPAG_NULLA  CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 9 - Expenses paid before trip  
- No pre-departure advance payments ‘5’ 
 
In 1997-> recoded from ‘9’ to ‘5’. The original code is retained in PREPAG_NULLA_97. 
In 1997->, if MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight), compulsory ‘5’. 
 
 
PREPAG_NULLA_97  CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Expenses paid before trip  
- No pre-departure advance payments ‘5’ 
In 1997->, if MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight), compulsory ‘9’. 
 
 
 
DIV_PREPAGATO  NUM    
Up to Dec. 2001:   Quest. 10 – Currency code for amount paid pre-departure (FPD_PREPAGATO). 
Currency code (domain = TVALUTE) 
 
 
FLAG_PREPAG_TRASP CHAR    
Up to Dec. 2001: Quest. 11 – Can you say how much you spent on transport alone in Italy (in your home country), on this trip alone, to get to your first foreign destination 

(destination in Italy) ? 
   ‘1’ = Yes 
   ‘2’ = No 
Field is =(blank) if MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q = ‘14’ (cross-border commuters, no overnight). 
Code FLAG_PREPAG_TRASP  (domain: TINDICA_SPESA) 
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DIV_PREPAG_TRASP  NUM    
Up to Dec. 2001:   Quest. 11 - Code currency of transport payment (FPD_2TRASP_STI, FPD_2TRASP_STI_INT; FPD_PREP_TRASP_ORI). 
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Expenditure at destination (up to Dec. 2001) 
 

SECONDARY VARIABLES 
Quest. 12: All fields up to Dec. 2001, unless otherwise specified .   
 

 
 

ITALIANS 

 
 

FOREIGNERS 

Was this means of payment 
used ? 

‘1’ = Yes 
‘2’ = No 
CHAR 

Expenditure with specified means of payment 
 

Value in euros 
 

NUM 

Currency used 
 

Currency code (domain: TVALUTE) 
 

NUM 
Italian currency, cash, 
changed abroad and 
spent abroad 

Italian currency, cash, 
changed abroad and 
spent in Italy 

 
 

FLAG_VAL_CONT_CAMB  
 

 
 

FPD_VAL_CONT_CAMB  

 
 

DIV_VAL_CONT_CAMB  

Foreign currency 
acquired in Italy and 
spent abroad (cash) 

Italian currency 
acquired in Italy (cash) 
and spent in Italy 

FLAG_VAL_EST  
 
 

FPD_VAL_EST (total) 
 

FPD_VAL_EST_1 (1st currency) 
FPD_VAL_EST_2 (2nd  currency) 

 

 
 

DIV_VAL_EST_1 (1st currency) 
DIV_VAL_EST_2 (2nd  currency) 

 
Traveller’s cheques 
(brought from Italy in 
any currency ) or 
Eurocheques spent 
abroad 

Traveller’s cheques 
(brought from abroad in 
any currency ) or 
Eurocheques spent in 
Italy 

FLAG_TRAVEL  
 

FPD_TRAVEL (totale) 
 

FPD_TRAVEL_1 (1st currency) 
FPD_TRAVEL_2 (2nd  currency) 

 

 
 

DIV_TRAVEL_1 (1^ currency) 
DIV_TRAVEL_2 (2^ currency) 

 
Credit cards (to pay 
for hotels, purchases) 
and cash withdrawals 
abroad using credit 
cards 

Credit cards (to pay for 
hotels, purchases) and 
cash withdrawals in Italy 
using credit cards 

FLAG_CARTA 
 
 

FPD_CARTA (total) 
 

FPD_CARTA_1 (1st currency) 
FPD_CARTA_2 (2nd  currency) 

 
DIV_CARTA_1 (1st currency) 
DIV_CARTA_2 (2nd  currency) 

 

Withdrawals of cash 
abroad using ATM 
cards / personal 
cheques / foreign 
current accounts  

Withdrawals of cash in 
Italy using ATM cards / 
personal cheques / 
current accounts  

 
 

FLAG_BANCOMAT  
 
 

 
 

FPD_BANCOMAT (total) 

 
 

DIV_BANCOMAT_1 (1st currency) 
 

Lire spent directly 
abroad 

Foreign currency spent 
directly in Italy, without 
exchanging  

 
FLAG_VAL_SPESA 

 

 
FPD_VAL_SPESA 

 
DIV_VAL_SPESA 
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Quest. 12 – Please indicate whether yout got the Italian currency (foreigners) o foreign curency (Italians) in Italy or abroad, in a bank or elsewhere. Multiple responses possible. See table 
below.  
All fields : Up to Dec. 2001, unless otherwise specified. 
 

 
ITALIANS 

 

 
FOREIGNERS 

 

 
Response mode 

 
Column heading 

 

 
Value 

 
CHAR 

     
 
- at a bank 
 
 

 
 
ACQ_CONT_CAMB_BCA  
 

 
 

‘1’ 

Italian currency, cash, 
exchanged abroad and 
spent abroad  

Italian lire were 
exchanged: 

Italian currency, cash, 
exchanged abroad and 
spent in Italy 

Italian lire were 
acquired : 

 
 
- elsewhere 

 
 
ACQ_CONT_CAMB_ALTR 
 

 
 

‘2’ 

     
 
- not indicated 
 
 

 
 
ACQ_CAMB_NO_INDICA 
 
 

 
 

‘3’ 

     
 
- at a bank 
 
 

 
 
ACQ_BCA_VAL 
ACQ_VAL_BCA  
 

 
 

‘1’ 

Foreign currency 
brought from Italy 
and spent abroad (cash) 

In Italy the foreign 
currency was 
acquired: 

Italian currency, cash, 
acquired in Italy and 
spent in Italy 

Italian lire were 
acquired : 

 
 
- elsewhere 

 
 
ACQ_ALTRO_VAL 
ACQ_VAL_ALTRO  

 
 

‘2’ 

     
 
- not indicated 
 
 

 
 
NO_INDICA_ACQ 
ACQ_VAL_NO_INDICA  
 
 

 
 

‘3’ 

 
DIV_SPESA_DEST  NUM    
Up to Dec. 2001 
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Quest. 13a - Currency of denomination of total expenditure at destination (FPD_SPESA_DEST). 
Code DIV_SPESA_DEST (domain: TVALUTE) 
 
 
FPD_SPESA_DEST  NUM    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 13a – Total expenditure at destination. Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
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Total expenditure and other spending aggregates (to Dec. 2001) 
 
SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 
DIV_TOTALE_SPESA  NUM    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 13b – Currency of denomination of total expenditure (pre-paid and at destination) (FPD_SPESA_TOTALE). 
Code DI_TOTALE_SPESA (domain: TVALUTE) 
 
 
FPD_SPESA_TOTALE  NUM    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 13b - Total expenditure (pre-paid and at destination). Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
 
 
FPD_PREPAGATO  NUM    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 10 – Pre-departure expenditure (prepaid expenses). Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
 
 
FPD_PREP_NO_TRASP NUM    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Pre-departure expenditure (prepaid expenses) excluding transport. Obtained by the following formula: 
FPD_PREP_NO_TRASP = FPD_PREPAGATO - FPD_2TRASP_STI. 
Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
 
 
FPD_2TRASP_STI  NUM    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Transport expenditure to get to first destination abroad (Italians) or in Italy (foreigners). Based on STIMA_TRASPORTO from the original interview archives, which gives the value of 
transport expenses stated by the interviewee, possibly corrected for outliers or, where the interviewee was unable to estimate it, the value estimated by DOXA. FPD_2TRASP_STI derived 
from the original field STIMA_TRASPORTO, taking account of FPD_PREPAGATO, as follows: 
 

If FPD_PREPAGATO >= 2 * STIMA_TRASPORTO  then  FPD_2TRASP_STI  = 2 * STIMA_TRASPORTO (it is assumed that the traveler has prepaid both 
outbound and return trip) 
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If FPD_PREPAGATO < 2 * STIMA_TRASPORTO  then  FPD_2TRASP_STI  =  STIMA_TRASPORTO (it is assumed that the traveler has prepaid only the 
outbound trip) 

 
Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
 
 
FPD_2TRASP_STI_INT  NUM    
Up to Dec. 2001 
International transport expenditure, outbound and return, to get to first destination abroad (Italians) or in Italy (foreigners). When interviewee is unable to say, it is estimated. The values 
correspond to the balance of payments item “Transport - Passengers”. 
 
Content: for foreigners, transportation costs paid to Italian carriers; for Italians, transportation costs paid to foreign carriers. 
The carrier’s residence can be derived from the variable SE_AEREO_NAVE_NAZ. 
 
Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
 
 
FPD_PREP_TRASP_ORI NUM    
Up to Dec. 2001 
Quest. 11 – Amount paid for transport. Amount declared by interviewee. Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. 
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4.10 Opinions 
 

MAIN VARIABLES 
 
1997-1998:   Quest. 14 
1999 - 2000:   Quest. 14 (Italians) / Quest. 16 (foreigners) 
2001:    Quest. 14 
2002:    Quest. 11 (Italians) / Quest. 13 (foreigners) 
Up to Aug. 2004:  Quest. 22 (Italians and foreigners) 
From Sept. 2004:  Quest. 24 (Italians and foreigners) 
 
Opinions on foreign country (Italians) or Italian municipality (foreigners) visited at greatest length. 
 
Grade from 1 to 10 where 1= “extremely poor” e 10= “excellent”. If no answer (“Does not know / Not applicable”), assign 99. 
 
For secondary destinations (FLAG_DEST_PRINC = ‘0’) and border workers, no overnight (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q=‘14’) assign 99 (no answer). 
 
VOTO_CORTESIA  NUM   
People’s courtesy, welcoming attitude, likeability. 
 
 
VOTO_ARTE   NUM  
Art cities and art works. 
 
 
VOTO_AMBIENTE  NUM   
Landscape, natural environment. 
 
 
VOTO_ALBERGHI  NUM   
Hotels (and other accommodations). 
 
 
VOTO_PASTI   NUM   
Meals, cuisine. 
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VOTO_PREZZI  NUM   
Prices, cost of living. 
 
VOTO_ACQUISTI  NUM   
Quality and variety of goods available in shops. 
 
 
VOTO_INFORMAZIONI NUM   
Information and tourist services. 
 
 
VOTO_SICUREZZA  NUM   
Security of tourists 
 
 
VOTO_COMPLESSIVO NUM   
Overall grade. 
 
 
QUANTE_VOLTE                  CHAR                           
Jan. 2008 -> IF MAIN REASON FOR TRIP IS “TOURISM, HOLIDAY, RECREATION”:  
Quest. 26 –  FOR ITALIANS :How many times have you gone as a tourist in the past to the country you visited (or visited at greatest length) this time? FOR FOREIGNERS:How many 
times have you been to Italy before as a tourist? 

         
‘1’ = Never, this is the first time. 

   ‘2’ = Once 
   ‘3’ = Two or three times 
   ‘4’ = Four or five times 
   ‘5’ = Six to ten 
   ‘6’ = More than ten 
   ‘9’= No answer 
                                           ‘0’ when MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 <> ‘01’,(Tourism, holiday, recreation) 
 
Code QUANTE_VOLTE (domain:TQUANTE_VOLTE)   
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SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 
PAESE_ALTERNAT  NUM   
Only 1997:  Quest. 15 – If you had not come to Italy, what country would you have chosen for your trip? 
Only foreigners (EDIZIONE=‘2’) who have stayed at least one night in Italy (FLAG_NOTTI = ‘2’), whose main reason for trip is “tourism” (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO = 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 = MOTIVO_VIAGGIOQ = MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q = '01'). 
Code of ‘alternative’ country. 
Code PAESE_ALTERNAT (domain = TSTATI) 
 
 
ALTRA_RISPOSTA  CHAR    
Only 1997:  Quest. 15 - If you had not come to Italy, what country would you have chosen for your trip? 
Only foreigners (EDIZIONE=‘2’) who have stayed at least one night in Italy (FLAG_NOTTI = ‘2’), whose main reason for trip is “tourism” (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO = 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 = MOTIVO_VIAGGIOQ = MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q = '01'). 
 

 ‘1’= I don’t know, I hadn’t thought about it 
  ‘2’= I wouldn’t have taken the trip. 
  ‘3’= does not answser 
 
 
MEGLIO_... 
Quest. 16 - (If respondent names an alternative country) What is different or better about Italy than (country named in Quest. 15)? 
Only foreigners (EDIZIONE=‘2’) who have stayed at least one night in Italy (FLAG_NOTTI = ‘2’), whose main reason for trip is “tourism” (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO = 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 = MOTIVO_VIAGGIOQ = MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q = '01'). 
Value of ‘1’ if indicated by interviewee, blank otherwise. Multiple responses possible. 
 
 
MEGLIO_CORTESIA  CHAR    
Only 1997 
People’s courtesy, welcoming attitude, likeability. 
 
 
MEGLIO_ARTE  CHAR    
Only 1997 
Art cities and art works. 
 
 
MEGLIO_AMBIENTE  CHAR    
Only 1997 
Landscape, natural environment. 
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MEGLIO_ALBERGHI  CHAR    
Only 1997 
Hotels (and other accommodations). 
 
 
MEGLIO_PASTI  CHAR    
Only 1997 
Meals, cuisine. 
 
 
MEGLIO_PREZZI  CHAR    
Only 1997 
Prices, cost of living. 
 
 
MEGLIO_PRODOTTI  CHAR    
Only 1997 
Quality and variety of goods available in shops. 
 
 
MEGLIO_MARE   CHAR    
Only 1997 
Seaside, beaches 
 
 
MEGLIO_MONTI  CHAR    
Only 1997 
Mountains 
 
 
MEGLIO_LAGHI  CHAR    
Only 1997 
Lakes 
 
 
MEGLIO_CLIMA  CHAR    
Only 1997 
Weather 
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MEGLIO_AVVENIM  CHAR    
Only 1997 
Cultural/sporting events 
 
 
MEGLIO_ALTRO  CHAR    
Only 1997 
Other  
 
 
PROBAB_RITORNO  CHAR    
1997 - 2001 
1997:    Quest. 17 
1998:   Quest. 15 
1999-2000:  Quest. 18 
2001:   Quest. 16 
 
Do you expect to return to Italy for TOURISM in the next 12 months? 
Only foreigners (EDIZIONE=‘2’) who have stayed at least one night in Italy (FLAG_NOTTI = ‘2’), whose main reason for trip is “tourism” (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO = 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 = MOTIVO_VIAGGIOQ = MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q = '01'). 
 
   ‘1’ = Certainly 
   ‘2’ = Probably 
   ‘3’ = Perhaps yes, perhaps not 
   ‘4’ = Probably not 
   ‘5’ = Certainly not 
   ‘6’ = Does not know, no answer 
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4.11 Special questions for foreign travelers on visits to the Republic of San Marino (Feb. 1999-Jan. 2001) 
 
Section included from February 1999 to January 2001. Questions addressed to foreigners who also visited one or more municipalities in Emilia-Romagna or Marche. 
 

 
SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 
FLAG_VISITA_SM  CHAR    
From Feb. 1999 to Jan. 2001 
Quest. 14. – On this trip did you visit San Marino? FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
   ‘1’ = Yes 
   ‘2’ = No 
 
 
FLAG_NOTTI_SM  CHAR    
From Feb. 1999 to Jan. 2001 
Quest. 14a. - (If “Yes”) Did you stay overnight in San Marino? FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
   ‘1’ = Yes  →Quest. 14b. - (If “yes”) Where did you sleep in San Marino? How many nights in that accommodation? 
   ‘2’ = No 
ALBER_SM   CHAR    
From Feb. 1999 to Jan. 2001 
Quest. 14b.- Did you stay in a hotel in San Marino? FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
   ‘12’  - Yes 
   blank - No 
 
 
ALTRO_SM   CHAR    
From Feb. 1999 to Jan. 2001 
Quest. 14b. – Overnight stay in San Marino in non-hotel accommodation ('Altro'). Contains accommodation code. FOREIGNERS ONLY. 

   '03’ =Rental house 
   ‘04’ =Own house  
   ‘05' =Stayed with friends, relatives  
   ‘06’ =Tent, trailer-tent, trailer 
   ‘07’ =Motorcaravan, camper 
   ‘08’ = Ship 
   ‘13’ =Community operated by religious order 
   ‘14’ =Other collective 
   ‘15’ =Nursing home 
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   ‘10’ =Youth hostel 
   ‘29'= Other  
   blank None  

 
 
FPD_NOTTI_TOT_SM  NUM    
From Feb. 1999 to Jan. 2001 Quest. 14b. – Total number of nights in San Marino. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES.   FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
 
 
FPD_NOTTI_ALBER_SM NUM    
From Feb. 1999 to Jan. 2001  Quest. 14b. – Number of nights in hotel in San Marino. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES.   FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
 
 
FPD_NOTTI_ALTRO_SM  NUM    
From Feb. 1999 to Jan. 2001: Quest. 14b. – Number of nights in San Marino in non-hotel accommodation. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES.   FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
 
 
FPD_SPESA_SM  NUM    
From Feb. 1999 to Jan. 2001 
Quest. 15. – How much did you spend, in total, during your stay in San Marino? (even if you did not stay overnight) 
Quest. 15 – Total expenditure in San Marino . Value in euros. Extrapolated using FATTORE_PONDER_DES. FOREIGNERS ONLY. 
 
 
DIV_SPESA_SM  NUM   
From Feb. 1999 to Jan. 2001 
Quest. 15 - Code of currency in which expenditure in San Marino is expressed (FPD_SPESA_SM). Constant at 242 (the euro). FOREIGNERS ONLY. 

Code DIV_SPESA_SM (domain: TVALUTE)) 
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4.12 Special questions for foreign travelers on the Holy Year (March 2000-January 2001) 
 
Section included from March 2000 to January 2001. Additional questions for foreigners (all except 'cross-border commuters', i.e. those with reason for trip 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q='14'). 
 
 

SECONDARY VARIABLES 
 
GIUBILEO_INFO  CHAR    
Mar. 2000 to Jan. 2001 
Holy Year annex, Quest. 1 – Before taking this trip to Italy, were you informed about the Holy Year (the Jubilee)? 
  '1' - Yes (go to Quest. 2) 
  '2' - No (go to Quest. 3) 
 
 
GIUBILEO_MOTI  CHAR    
Mar. 2000 to Jan. 2001 
Holy Year annex, Quest. 2 – Did you come to Italy because this is the Holy Year, that is the Jubilee year, or would you have come anyway? 
  '1' – I came to Italy because this is the Holy Year, the Jubilee year 
  '2' – I would have come anyway (even without the Holy Year) 
 
 
GIUBILEO_PART  CHAR    
Mar. 2000 to Jan. 2001 
Holy Year annex, Quest. 3 – During your stay in Italy, did you participate in any religious events in connection with the Holy Year (Jubilee)? 
  '1' – Yes, I participated in religious events in connection with the Holy Year (go to Quest. 4) 
  '2' - No, I did not participate in any religious events in connection with the Holy Year (end of interview) 
 
 
GIUBILEO_DOVE  CHAR    
Mar. 2000 to Jan. 2001 
Holy Year annex, Quest. 4 – Did you participate in Holy Year events only in Rome, only in other cities, or both in Rome and in other cities? 
  '1' –Only in Rome 
  '2' –Only in other cities 
  '3' –Both in Rome and in other cities. 
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5. Weighting factors and other  coefficients 
 
These variables are found in the extrapolation factor archive. 
 
FATTORE_PONDER NUM  
Weighting factor of the original files. This is the factor used to extrapolate sample data to the entire population relating to variables marked by the prefix “FP_” (only number of travelers at 
destination). 
In practice, the value in the field of the same name in the archive of original data is multiplied by the temporal allocation coefficient (COEFF_CODE). 
 
 
COEFF_CODE CHAR  
The coefficient of temporal allocation of expenditure, overnight stays and number of travelers to the reference month (indicated by  DATA_CONTABILE). For mode of calculation, see 
Appendix  C for the variable Kx. 
  
 
COEFF_DEST NUM   
Coefficient of allolcation of locality visited (range, 0-1). This is the ratio between the number of nights spent in the locality and the total number of overnight stays. For travelers with no 
overnight stays, it is 1/number of localities visited. 
 
 
FATTORE_PONDER_DES NUM  
Weighting factor recalculated to take account of multiple destinations. It is given by FATTORE_PONDER * COEFF_DEST. This is the factor used to extrapolate the sample data to the 
entire population relating to the variables marked by the prefix “FPD_” (number of travelers at frontier, number of overnight stays, expenditure). 
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Appendix A – Values imputed for cross-border commuters, no overnight stay in country 
visited  

 
What follows describes the values imputed for some data not asked of cross-border commuters 
(MOTIVO_VIAGGIO=‘14’) to improve the consistency of the database and supplement the available information, 
where possible and useful. 

♦ localities visited (foreign countries for Italians, Italian municipalities for foreigners); 
LUOGHI_VISITATI ='1'    (only one foreign country / municipality visited).  
COMUNE_VISITATO (foreigners) = 99999  (not indicated). 

          STATO_VISITATO (Italians) : 
 

o If FLAG_LOCALITY = ‘1’ ( road) o ‘2’ (railway ) the country 
visited is assigned according to the most frequent destination for the 
given road or rail frontier point, generally the bordering country.   

o If FLAG_LOCALITY= '3' (airport) or ‘4’ (port)  the value assigned 
to STATO_VISITATO = 799 (not classified). 

 

♦ number of overnight stays (obviously always equal to 0); 
FLAG_NOTTI = ‘1’ (no overnight). 

♦ information on persons traveling together; 
VIAGGIA_SOLO = ‘1’ (traveling alone). 

♦ information on pre-departure expenditure (question asked until December 2001); 
PREPAG_NULLA = ‘5’ and PREPAG_NULLA_97='9' (no prepaid expenses). 

♦ first country visited, means of transport, and air or shipping line (questions asked of Italians starting February 
2001).  

STATO_PR = STATO_VISITATO (value imputed as in the box above). 
MEZZO_PR = FLAG_LOCALITY (traveler used the same means of transport as for the return trip to 
Italy). Imputed only until Dec. 2003, not necessary thereafter. 
COMP_PR = NOME_COMPAGNIA (traveler used the same air or shipping line as for the return trip to 
Italy). Imputed only until Dec. 2003, not necessary thereafter. 

♦ last country visited (question asked of Italians starting February 2001); 
STATO_UL = STATO_VISITATO (imputed as in the box above). 

♦ country from which traveler came to Italy (question asked of foreigners starting March 2000); 
FLAG_ARRIVO = ‘1’ (from habitual country of residence). 
Imputed only until December 2001. 
Note: In the questionnaire used from Jan. 2002 to Jan. 2004 this column is filled in only for foreigners 
with at least one overnight stay (FLAG_NOTTI='2'); nevertheless, no value was imputed for travelers with 
FLAG_NOTTI = '1'. From January 2004 it was no longer necessary to impute this value. 

♦ means of transport or air or shipping line used to come to Italy (question asked of foreigners starting February 
2001). Imputed only until Dec. 2003, not necessary thereafter.  

MEZZO_ARR_ITA = FLAG_LOCALITY. 
COMP_ARR_ITA = NOME_COMPAGNIA (traveler used the same air or shipping line as for the 
outbound trip from Italy). 
Until December 2001 imputed only for non-overnight cross-border commuters 
(MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q='14'); in that period, imputed values also for all trips with no prepaid 
expenses (PREPAG_NULLA='5' and PREPAG_NULLA_97='9').  
Jan. 2002 to Jan. 2004: with the new questionnaire, imputed values extended to all no-overnight travelers 
(FLAG_NOTTI='1'). 

♦ opinions on locality visited; 
VOTO_CORTESIA....VOTO_COMPLESSIVO = 99 (not indicated). 

♦ expenditures for package tours (question asked starting January 2002); 
FLAG_PACCHETTO='2' (no expenditure for package). 
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Appendix B – Recoding of reason for trip starting March 2000 
 
The original values of reason for trip (main reason: MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q, secondary reason: MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_2Q->7Q) are recoded (respectively as 
MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97 and MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_2->7) taking account of the content of RES_DATLAV as in the tables below. 
 
Italians (EDIZIONE='1')   

 
Reason for trip – main (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q)  

or secondary (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_2Q->7Q) - Quest. 4 - 

Residence of employer (RES_DATLAV) 
- Quest. 4a (questionnaire starting May 2001) 

'1' - In Italy 
or ('3' – No employer... and 

EDIZIONE='1' ) 
 

'2' - Abroad 
or ('3' - No employer... 
and EDIZIONE='2') 

Not indicated 
 

(blank or null) (*) 

‘14’  = going to work, round trip during the day ( border worker) aff. other (not border worker ) 
'16' 

aff. border worker 
'14' 

aff. border worker '14' 

‘15’  = regular trip of “Italian resident” working abroad (spending at least one night abroad) aff. other (not border workers) 
'16' 

aff. border workers 
'14' 

aff. border workers 
'14' 

‘16’  = occasional (or saltuary) trip to meet with customers, visit exhibitions, trade fairs, 
training courses, etc., or regular trip (e.g., seasonal employment) of “Italian resident” who 
works in Italy 

aff. other (not border worker) 
'16' 

aff. border worker 
'14' 

aff. other (not border worker) 
'16' 

‘17’  = occasional trip for conference, congress congress (not border worker) 
'17' 

aff. border worker 
'14' 

congress (border worker )'17' 

 

Foreigners (EDITION='2')  
 

Reason for trip – main (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_97Q)  
 

or secondary (MOTIVO_VIAGGIO_2Q->7Q) - Quest. 4 - 

Employer’s residence (RES_DATLAV) 
- Quest. 4a - 

'2' - Abroad 
or ('3' - No employer... and 

EDIZIONE='2') 

'1' - In Italy 
or ('3' – No employer... 
and EDIZIONE='2' ) 

 

Not indicated 
 

(blank or null) (*) 

‘14’  = going to work, round trip during the day (cross-border commuter) aff. other (not border worker) 
'16' 

aff. border worker 
'14' 

aff. border worker 
'14' 

‘15’  = regular trip of “foreign resident” working in Italy (spending at least one night in Italy) aff. other (border worker) 
'16' 

aff. border 
worker'14' 

aff. border worker'14' 

‘16’  = occasional (or saltuary) trip ) to meet with customers, visit exhibitions, trade fairs, 
training courses, etc., or regular trip (e.g., seasonal employment) of “foreign resident” who 
works abroad 

aff. other (border worker) 
'16' 

aff. border worker 
'14' 

aff. other (not border worker) 
'16' 

‘17’  = occasional trip for conference, congress congress (not border worker'17' aff. border worker 
'14' 

congress (not border worker)'17' 

 (*) The cases RES_DATLAV=blank and RES_DATLAV=null are processed only for the possible reprocessing of data from before March 2000. From that date the field 
RES_DATLAV is always filled in. 
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Appendix C – Procedure for allocating tourist expenditure on the basis of effective period of 
stay  

To show how expenditure and overnight stays are allocated, we offer an example of the procedure and the weighting 
factors used.  
 

Allocation procedure 
 
Given the reference month “x”, travelers’ stays fit into one of these four cases: 
 
case C1:  begins before the first day of month x and ends during month x; 
case C2:  begins during month  x and ends after the last day of month x; 
case C3:  begins before the first day of month x and ends after the last day of month x; 
case C4:  begins and ends during month x. 
 
 
 

      Reference month x 
                   
                                  Start of month x                                                        End of month x    
                                  

 
                                       C1                                       C4                                     C2 
 
                                                                              C3 
 
 
For each interview, we calculate the coefficients of allocation to month x (Kx), which determine the portion of 
expenditure, of overnight stays, and of number of travelers to assign to that month.  
 
The coefficients are used to calculate a new weighting factor (fattore_ponder_c) to extrapolate the data. Designating the 
original weighting factor by fattore_ponder, we have: 
 

fattore_ponder_c = Kx * fattore_ponder 
 
The formulas for the coefficients in our four cases are: 
 

Case Formula 
C1  Kx = (data_fine_viaggio - data_inizio_mese_x + 0,5) / durata_soggiorno [date end trip – date start month x 

+ 0.5 / duration trip] 
C2 Kx = (data_fine_mese_x - data_inizio_viaggio + 0,5) / durata_soggiorno [date end month x– date start trip 

+ 0.5 / duration trip] 
C3 Kx = (data_fine_mese_x - data_inizio_mese_x + 1)      / durata_soggiorno [date end month x – date start 

month x + 1 / duration trip] 
C4 Kx = 1 (tutto il soggiorno ricade nel mese di riferimento) [entire trip during reference month] 
 
The date when the traveler’s stay begins (data_inizio_viaggio [date start trip]) is calculated as the difference between the 
date of the interview (data_fine_viaggio) and the duration of the stay (nr_notti [number of nights]). 
Example:  
  data_fine_viaggio = 2 February 1997 
  nr_notti    = 3 nights 
  data_inizio_viaggio =  data_fine_viaggio - nr_notti  [2 Feb. – 3 nights] = 30 January 1997 
 
Reference month February 1997 (for this month we have case C1): 
Kfeb97 = (2 February 1997 - 1 febbraio 1997  + 0.5 ) / 3 = 1.5 / 3 = 0.5 
 
Reference month January 1997 (for this month we have case C2): 
Kgen97 = (31 January 1997 - 30 January 1997  + 0.5 ) / 3 = 1.5 / 3 = 0.5 
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In practice, for each record of trips falling into case C1, C2 or C3 one must generate a number of records equal to the 
number of months in which the trip falls. 
 
In our case, the original record is: 
 
Data_intervista Nr_notti Nr_viaggiatori Spesa Fattore_ponder 
19970202 3 4 100 70 
 
It is replaced by two records, one for each reference month (Jan.-97 and Feb.-97) 
 
Record 1 
Data_intervista Nr_notti Nr_viaggiatori Spesa Fattore_ponder Kx fattore_ponder_c Data_contabile 

19970202 3 4 100 70 0.5 35 gen-97 
 
Record 2 
Data_intervista Nr_notti Nr_viaggiatori Spesa Fattore_ponder Kx fattore_ponder_c Data_contabile 

19970202 3 4 100 70 0.5 35 feb-97 
 
 
Extrapolating the data (the variables for the extrapolated data are underscored) for both reference months we have: 
 
Total number nights = Nr_notti * Nr_viaggiatori * fattore_ponder_c = 3 * 4 * 35 = 420 
Total expenditure = Spesa * fattore_ponder_c = 100 * 35 = 3500 
Total number travelers= Nr_viaggiatori * fattore_ponder_c = 4 * 35 = 140 
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